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LA FOULY, AUGUST 1998
Fred Reynolds
Louise Dickie was killed on the 27 August 1998 whilst on the RHM
meet in Val Ferret, Switzerland. She was climbing a route on the
Grand Darrey with Stephanie Wenzel, a German friend, when she
unaccountably fell while leading.
The route was not well protected; she fell about twenty metres and
died from a head injury.
(Full article not available)
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CLIMBING WITH LOUISE
Personal Reflections and Memories by Club Members.
It was probably through me that Louise came to know about the
Pinnacle Club, as I used to give physics lectures to her group when
she was studying for her B.Sc in Information Science at Leeds
Polytechnic as a mature student. Louise was interested in physics,
especially the background to Information Technology. She would
have seen me wearing the first PC T-shirt, the dark blue one,
designed by Avis I think, and asked what it was about. Louise often
stayed behind after the class to tell me about her activities, which
were many and varied. She did long walks in those days; her focus
on climbing came later after she graduated and moved to the
Manchester area.
Angela Soper

"Super Lou" was the best climbing partner I had. I believe she had
few regrets for what she didn't do because she did so much and had a
real grasp on reality. She lived with a great sense of purpose (she had
no TV) and yet managed so well to live in the present. Louise lived in
the moment and had no camera. Experiences, holidays, climbs, cafes,
were for the moment and living was the moment.
Easter 1985 saw me on my first meet at Pembroke complete with
cat and dog! Louise, Lynda and I were on "Joybringer", Bosherston
Head. Louise hadn't led on a multipitch route before or on anything
else as far as I can remember. She decided to tackle the short middle
pitch which ran round the corner out of sight. "How will I know
when I get there?" I can picture her now asking the obvious question.
We seasoned leaders had not thought to give her help with a
fundamental point such as knowing when to belay! However the
pitch went well and as we all know, climbing, for Louise, answered
the "where am I going?" question.
12
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CLIMBING WITH LOUISE

There may be few photos to remember her by but they are not
needed. I remember her with gratitude for her patient belaying on
some of my best and hardest routes, for her companionship and
generosity, for her down to earth approach. I am glad she did what
she did in her life. I thank her for her many achievements.
Somehow it makes, for me, her death just a little easier.
Maggie Dudley

Climbing was an
of
part
integral
Louise's life and as
such her attitude to
life was reflected
in her attitude to
climbing. Measured
this was, but also
spontaneous, flexible
and fun. She enjoyed
climbing immensely
and the life style that
can go with it.
I met up with
Louise in 1985,
recognised a shared
desire to get out on
the rock, to take risks,
and a compatible
way of dealing with
climbing decisions.
Together with frequent discussions about the perversity and
contradictions of the human experience, of following a career (or
not), maintaining relationships (or not), and trying to keep fit, get
strong, be brave and complete research degrees, this sustained us
through over 10 years of climbing weekends and holidays.
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CLIMBING WITH LOUISE

She was consistently strong in her climbing, able to judge the
moment. Like the day we climbed in the Lakes on Pavey Ark in
February. It was beautifully clear, sunny and warming walking up.
Neither of us could remember how the decision to do Cascade HVS
4c 5a came about. The sun left that part of the crag before we even
touched rock. A wry smile from Louise and she determinedly led
us both up. There's not much gear on the first pitch and by pitch 2
all of us were numb to the core. I was impressed. the best hot
aches I've ever had!
April 1992 we were in France. We'd enjoyed the spiky limestone
and decided that we'd give Buoux another try not our style really!
She lead Pepsicomane direct 6b. Neither of us found it easy, me
seconding claimed every excuse of too short, long reach, never could
climb at Buoux.
We'd finished it by 11.00am. It was good climbing weather. She
horrified two climbers waiting for the route by announcing that more
climbing was not necessary but that ice cream in the cafe was!
We talked often about what was needed if we were going to climb
much harder. She said for her, not working or working less would be a
prerequisite, which she wouldn't choose to do. But for her there was a
wide range of climbing experiences to explore - grade wasn't all of it!
Tans\ Hard\

It was the Sunday of a Pinnacle Club weekend meet in
Buttermere, and Louise fancied a day away from the crowds and
suggested Grey Crag in Birkness Combe.
It was a gorgeous day and the clean dry rock was bathed in
sunshine. We looked across to Eagle Front which was in the shade
and appeared dark and gloomy and were glad we weren't over there!
So a delightful days climbing began. We started up Spider Wall, a
MVS on Harrow Buttress, then continued upwards to another buttress
14
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and climbed Slabs West (HS),
next came the longest route,
Oxford and Cambridge
Direct (VD+). This was
sheer delight! Easy climbing
on beautiful clean rough rock
in the lovely wild setting of
Birkness Combe. In places it
is exposed and balancy but
always with plenty of holds;
we both thoroughly enjoyed
it. After descending back to
the bottom of Oxford and
Cambridge Buttress, Louise
then led me up Dexter Wall
(VS, 5a). It is an excellent
route, the thin crack at the top
a
is well worth its grade, with
.3
the crux near the top which is
both technical and bold. Of course Louise led it calmly and confidently
and with apparent ease. I was impressed and hoped I might be able to
lead it myself some day.
With climbing finished, we wandered contentedly down the hill,
satisfied and pleased with such a great day's climbing. Although at
that time I was perhaps a little in awe of Louise, she was very easy to
be with and her climbing ability and reliability gave great confidence
and inspired you to greater things. We chatted easily on our way
home and she seemed very much at ease and satisfied with her life.
For me this is what climbing is all about. It's not just the route or
the grade that's important, it's being with the right people, enjoying
their support and company, as well as being in lovely surroundings.
I'm sure Louise felt the same way too.

Gill Nisbet
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CLIMBING WITH LOUISE

Purple Polo
Orange tights
Wine round the stove
On winter nights.
A rack of friends
Friction and fun
A walk in the rain
A climb in the sun.
Dangly earrings
Spikey hair
Strong square hands
A straight blue stare.
Warm-up stretches
Dodgy knees
To be perfectly honest
Louise.
Jane Stedman

August 1998 at Val Ferret. After climbing an eight-pitch route
Vreni, Uta, and I stopped at T A Neuve hut to collect our belongings.
Here we met Louise, Stephanie, Isabelle and Pascale. We talked about
our route and their plans for the next day. Louise was climbing well,
she was full of life and happy to be in the mountains surrounded by
friends. This is how I will remember her.
Catk\ Woodhead
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A GOOD START TO THE YEAR
Angela Soper
January 1 st, 1999; I am at Almscliff to start the New Year on the best
rock in the world, gritstone. How many times I have been to this crag?
Well, I first climbed here as a beginner in the early sixties, averaged at
least dozen visits a year since, then there were the days before climbing
when we used to cycle, so it must be around 500 Almscliff-days.
Today one might expect young climbers with their brand-newhot-off-the-press Yorkshire Gritstone guides but no, it's the writers
who are in action. The crag is surprisingly dry and just about warm
enough so I begin appropriately with Traditional Climb. Everyone
else is round the north west, sheltered from the wind, and the team has
already done Western Front, good effort on a winter's day; if I ever
lead it that will be something special. I solo Overhanging Groove
carefully, finding the crucial pocket damp, make sure I can still get
into The Niche, tie onto an offered rope for Crack of Doom. The
afternoon passes quickly with exercise and company; the routes as
well as the climbers are old friends, and that is why every visit is
rewarding. Moving over the delectable roughness, I feel close to
many spirits of climbing past, especially those who, sadly, will never
pass this way again. After a while I pause on top of the crag, close to
the first climb I ever led.
Rain is coming over from the Yorkshire Dales, where I explored
with my brother in our schooldays. We hadn't heard of climbing
then, but 'topping out' on summits came naturally, and caving
captured our imagination. We used to navigate over the fells with a
one inch to the mile cloth-backed map and a little guidebook called
Britain Underground, and when we found a cave entrance we would
go in as far as we dared by torchlight. There was never anyone
around to fuss about safety.
One summer long ago, I started climbing here at Almscliff,
persuaded to try it by acquaintances, and was useless. But only one
of the group had enough experience to lead (top-roping was unheard
of) so there was a lot of waiting and someone stated the obvious;
'what we need is another leader'. With that a little voice piped up:
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Til have a go if you like'. No-one was more surprised than me that
the voice was mine. So I tied a rope round my waist with a bowline,
led Long Chimney, brought up several appreciative seconds, and felt
that if I could do this, anything was possible.
From then on I used to come by myself and practise, getting stuck and
unstuck, until I dared to buy a rope and some proper footwear people
who wore rock boots in those days were expected to be good. I planned
my life around climbing, progressed to multipitch routes, winter climbs,
Scotland, the Alps on foot and on ski, expeditions to higher or more
distant mountains, had all kinds of adventures, and met many kindred
spirits. I aspired to lead harder rock routes, more of the same was not
enough, and if there was nobody to share an adventure I would go and
have one by myself. I discovered the greater climbing community and
was proud to belong to it. In Gwen Moffat's classic Space Beneath My
Feet I read about the Pinnacle Club and could hardly wait to join.
Scanning the horizon, I recall how climbing has taken me all over
the world, not only to the crags and mountains but also to memorable
extras like Macchu Picchu and the Taj Mahal. I discovered how easy
it is to join the scene in Australia and New Zealand, where I climbed
Mount Cook in borrowed gear with an American and had one of the
best mountaineering days. I travelled lightweight through Patagonia,
rock climbing, and exploring by land and sea. But for my first steps
here at Almscliff, none of these adventures would have happened.
Climbing has evolved in some ways, remained the same in
others; to me it is still a blend of physical, mental and spiritual
elements. Nowadays I prefer steep rock in good conditions, technical
difficulty rather than a struggle with cold, altitude and heavy loads.
British crags, with their exceptional variety of rock types and
features, never lose their interest. It's very satisfying to climb
famous routes now, that I wasn't good enough to do before. And
there are many countries yet to visit.
The wind is getting up, the rain starts to fall, everyone is leaving.
Today on the gritstone was a perfect start to the year. I shut out the
ghosts of climbing past and present and imagine the future. Maybe
I'll improve my climbing in '99. Why would I ever give it up?
18
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PROSPECTIVE'S PERSPECTIVE
Tracey Purchase
The committee meeting was underway and while the pasta
bubbled, I uncorked the wine and fretted about the agenda; these
meetings had been happening since 1921, and yet the Ynys Mon had
not seen action until 1966.
I knew that having led ourselves a merry dance looking for our
route today, tomorrow would see us dropping down the face of 600
million year old rocks. With the only way out a crab-like attack on
quartzite veins and steady nerves, great names were to be passed by;
Quartz Icicle, Metal Guru and T. Rex to name a few.
I drained the pasta and shared it between myself and Maggie, and
after sampling the wine, declared it not a bad vintage.
Together we contemplated with a little awe the route which would
zigzag us up and down, only revealing itself to us as and when
necessary. But after we had tackled that final heart-stopping step
down, and tiptoed though truly awesome territory in fading light and
dampening rain, our spirits soared. We had probably completed one
of the most famous, if slightly pretentiously named, routes in Britain.
And like many before us we coiled our ropes with a warm glow.
With some concern we were then able to consider the friends
we had left behind that morning at the hut, who were far less
enduring than these ancient rocks and most certainly not \OQ7c
waterproof. Yvonne had been generously sheltered by Sally at her
home near Betws, following a good day's climbing. Whereas poor
Charlotte, already burdened with a twisted ankle, had been forced
to endure several hours in the pub. But even though they ended up
returning home very late, with early starts to look forward to the
next day, they were just glad to see us back safely because they
knew we'd had a great day.
All that remains to say is that with the Pinnacle Club consisting of
such a great bunch, I hope to be able to share many more fine vintages
with them in the years to come.
20
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CORNISH CREAM TEAM
Jane Stedman
It had started off as Sue Logarfs annual holiday with me in
Scotland which, due to Sue's dislike of long walks in the rain, has
been working its way south since 1995. After hovering for several
weeks over Wales, the trip took a sudden swerve to the southwest and
finally settled in Cornwall. By this time Marlene's van had cracked
under the stress of it all, and many complicated messages were left
with husbands and answering machines.
However, it all worked out in the end, and on Sunday evening the
team met at the excellent camp-site chosen for us by Sue; as well as
the usual facilities, this site boasts quantities of surfers decorating its
manicured pitches. We'd even been climbing: Marlene and I had paid
a flying visit to the Dewerstone in Devon on the way down, and
Denise, Jean and Sue had climbed at Bosigran.
The next day, Sunday, was cold and drizzly but we all went to
Sennen and managed a few short climbs in the Black Slab area, mostly
well-protected cracks and grooves, before retreating to cafe and craftshop. That night, we worked out the Master Plan : a cunning scheme
to make everyone climb with a different partner every day. As if that
wasn't enough, we also went to a different cliff every day. What's
more, it worked; although I had been to Cornwall several times before,
I discovered new climbs and new places to go to climbing.
Monday was Chair Ladder, the weather was gorgeous, and I was
climbing with Sally. The only fly in the ointment was that I had chosen
to wear sandals for the walk in, through sharp, prickly gorse and heather.
We abseiled down Ash Can gully; it was much quicker than being brave
and scrambling, and as I stood on the flat rocks at the base of the cliff,
picking out the routes, I knew it was going to be a brilliant holiday. Sally
and I did South Face Direct VS. 4c, four nice pitches with steep cracks
and lots of lovely nut placements. The others were enjoying Diocese, Sue
grappling with the 4c start, and Marlene in her element on the delicate 5a
traverse of the second pitch. The dynamic duo went on to climb The
Buccaneer, another one-star VS. Jean and Denise, meanwhile entertained
themselves on Giant steps, a severe just right of Ash Can Gully.
22
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Alas, the tide was against us for the rest of the week and we could
not return to Chair Ladder, but on Tuesday Sue took us to a little gem
called Trewellard Cliff, tucked away between old mine workings. The
sun shone, a seal played at our feet nearly all day, we had the place to
ourselves, and I was climbing with Sue. We abbed easily down to a big
ledge, belayed and chatted to the others on nearby routes, and climbed
up into the sun on big rough holds, to laze and picnic in a sloping suntrap. Later, Jean and I stole away in a borrowed van and did Right
Angle, the famous classic severe at Gurnard's Head. We walked across
fields towards the sea as the sun was dipping, and caught the tide just
right: a couple were leaving as we arrived, the gulls and seals kept us
company, and the climb was wonderful. All the way up the stunning
corner crack I kept thinking I can't believe I'm really here, I can't
believe we're doing this. I didn't want it to end.
One member of the Team was not a climber; Flossy, Marlene's
collie pup, was enjoying her first Season with all the enthusiasm of
any London debutante. She had a richer social life than the six of us
put together. One morning, after her morning run along the cliff path,
she raced away, deaf to my yells, towards a large Dalmatian. "She's
on heat!" I panted to the Dalmatian owner when I caught her up.
"That's all right my dear," he grinned, " so's mine."
Wednesday's partner was Denise, and back to Bosigran to climb in
a cold discouraging wind. We opted for Doorway, a bit easier and less
famous than the elegant Doorpost, but none the worse for that. You
can't miss the route; straight up another huge Cornish corner, out left
under a roof, feeling ever so brave but it's easy really, then up and over
to crouch shivering at the belay. There are excellent climbs at all
grades here, and while the others ticked off Dong, Doorpost and Ochre
Slab, Denise and I enjoyed Ledge Climb, which wanders across the
Main Cliff at about Diff., and finishes up an exposed leftward traverse.
So far I had managed to avoid anything hard, but Thursday was the day
of reckoning. Marlene remembered going to a tiny hidden cove years ago,
with two routes worth doing: a pleasant Severe and an intimidating Hard
VS. This was Kenidjack Castle, not far from our camp-site at Botallack .
After a long search, during which we found out from friendly locals how
to pronounce Kenidjack (it sounds almost like K- knee-jerk) we found
THE PINNACLE CLUB JOURNAL
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ourselves within two minutes walk of the camp-site: however we had to go
back the long way, because of where we'd left the cars. Anyway, we set
up a mega-anchor and abbed down to a pebbly beach and got organised.
Jean was climbing with me, and we set off up Gneiss Gnome, which would
have been nice indeed if it had not been for the thought of Saxon hanging
over me like the Sword of Damocles. Unlike the previous routes of the
holiday, this was not generously supplied with cracks, corners, chimneys
and grooves. What was worse, the words "slab" and "steep", not to
mention "poorly protected" had been bandied about.
This was to be a Team Effort, with Sue providing the bold lead,
Denise taking photos, and everyone else contributing mutual support.
The first pair, Sue and Denise, climbed elegantly up the leftward-sloping
ramp and the thin cracks to scamper across invisible holds to the
cramped belay at a tottery block. If they left the odd piece of gear in situ,
the second and third pairs did not draw their attention to it. The second
pitch is short, but tricky; Sue wafted up it without actually touching the
rock, as far as I could see. Marlene and Sally followed, with grace and
style, to arrive elated at the top. Now it was time for Jean and me.

24
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With the rest of the team at the top, we couldn't get past the fierce
bulges at the start, and had to take a long detour over a bungalowsized boulder and make a long traverse in. The next bit was
straightforward, until the cracks thinned out, and the Team's moral
support system went into action. Gazing longingly at each bit of gear
just out of reach, I moved from one tiny hold to the next and arrived
at the belay very relieved, but apprehensive about the next bit. Jean
zoomed up to join me, and with feelings reminiscent of the dentist's
waiting room, I set out. The Moral Support went into overdrive;
advice, encouragement, promises of top-ropes, huge jugs "just a bit
higher", and sheer force of personality were all pressed into use.
Somehow or other, I got to the top . "Well done Jane, pity we just ran
out of film." I hate slabs.
Friday was cold and windy, the rota was abandoned, and we all
went to Zennor Upper Tier, and those who felt too cold to climb
watched the others do two short delightful routes, The Royal Forester
and Rosebud in June, both VS and stiff with gear. Then it was time
for one last cream tea, and back to the camp-site which was filling up
for the weekend. Time to go home.
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THE MAGICAL MYSTERY TOUR
Mandy Glanvill & Julie Carter
I thought I was in for a quiet weekend visiting Mandy's family in
Devon until an old Pat Littlejohn guide appeared on the kitchen table
on Friday evening. 'I've always fancied doing Magical Mystery Tour
on Berry Head' Mandy casually remarked. Apparently this is a rather
famous, long traverse which is HVS 5a but used to be HVDiff.
As I read about the 'strenuous 5a' and the 'swimming the Blue
Grotto to fix a Tyrolean' I knew we were in for an adventure. I also noted
in the introduction 'the only means of escape is to abseil into the sea and
swim back to the descent platform.' I remarked with a mixture of
incredulity and scorn "who would abseil into the sea- how ridiculous!"
The next day Mandy phoned the coastguard to check the tide times.
When he discovered our plans he became very insistent about the 'big
swell' which seemed a mystery on a hot windless day. We decided to
get up early on Sunday and catch the low tide at about Sam. Just as an
afterthought Mandy packed her niece and nephew's rubber rings. Well
- we thought they might be employed as an alternative to the Tyrolean.
By low tide we had done all the severe grade pitches (about 200m)
and came to the first 4c pitch. It was hot by now so we weighed
Mandy down with all our clothes in the rucksack. It was a slippery,
strenuous, sweaty grunt but eventually I arrived at the end of the pitch.
As Mandy started climbing I reflected on how I had hardly got any
gear on the pitch and that the belay was a rusty in-situ rock 9 and a
not even half in friend. I looked down at the sea, which seemed an
awful long way down and prayed that Mandy would hold on carrying
that sac. Gritting her teeth and with Pop- eye forearms she made it.
"My god this is desperate".
Now for the 'strenuous Sa'.The first handhold was detachable and
my feet were on a mixture of bird shit and green slime. It did not take
long for the penny to drop.
Back on the belay we packed all the gear into the sack and out
came the secret weapons. I was volunteered to go first. "What, abseil
into the sea ridiculous!" Two nicely inflated rubber rings were
26
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attached via slings round my shoulders. I came off the end of the rope
(which hung nicely just above the seas level) with a splash. One leg
in each rubber ring did not work and one of them quickly deflated.
Much thrashing about ensued but Mandy controlled my panic with
shouted instructions. Soon I was sensibly ensconced in one ring and
the other was re-inflated. When I had left Mandy on the belay it was
sunny but as I was floating about in my rubber ring, the fact that it was
hail-stoning and thundering seemed almost irrelevant. Mandy
lowered the sack of gear and I carefully positioned it in the second
ring. I wondered whether we would still be in possession of it after
the long swim back.
Then I heard Mandy's calm and matter of fact voice call out
"Excuse me, have you got a moment?". I peered over the waves to see
a dive boat approaching. I swam out to it and deposited the sack with
our bemused rescuers, then returned with the empty rubber ring to the
rope. Mandy lowered down the spare as I coiled it carefully to guard
against it getting anchored. She arrived into the second rubber ring
and swam out to the boat while I retrieved the rest of the rope.
"We are very impressed by you being so well equipped" the divers
remarked, referring to our unorthodox floatation devices. We sped out
a couple of hundred yards to retrieve more divers who had just
surfaced. "We found 2 wrecks down there" they proudly announced.
"That's nothing -look what we found" said his mate.
Five minutes later we were deposited just off a stony shore beside
an ice cream van. I noticed some curious looks from those enjoying
a stroll along the sea front as we jumped off the boat and waded
ashore clad in harnesses, ropes and rucksacks and struggled off up the
hill back to the car.
A change of clothes and half an hour later we were back at
Mandy's parents where it had been sunny all the time and everyone
was relaxing over coffee after Sunday lunch. "We've been rescued"
we announced. This seemed unremarkable to the assembled crew of
relatives who carried on as if we had said "we've been for a stroll in
the park". We did get some puzzled enquiries later though as we
dragged out all our sopping gear to dry on the lawn.
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SHADOW AND SHINER
by Pamela Holt
With a sickening thud my head hit the rock as my foot plunged
into space. Reeling from the impact an exploratory hand confirmed
that my spectacles were still in place, but the left lens was missing
completely. Continuing the descent in the dark, closely followed by
my partner, we eventually recovered our sacks by feeling around the
base of Carreg Wasted. Shining a torch in my face, Adrian
pronounced that there was no glass in my eye, but the surrounding
skin was cut. As the rain started in earnest we picked our way down
the screes, across the Llanberis Pass road and into the warmth of the
Climbers Club hut Ynws Ettws. As I stood blinking in the glare of the
electric light, friends gathered round to stare in fascination as my eye
took on the appearance of a prize fighter.
"Who hit who first?" they demanded as I tried to slap a cold
flannel over the offending eye. After climbing my hardest route that
year it was ironic to receive a black eye on the descent. What a way
to finish my first VS 4c lead!
The route "Shadow Wall" is a must for any VS climber. A
Menlove Edwards route put up in 1935 with J.B.Joyce, it starts ten
feet right of the classic Crackstone Rib. The first pitch takes a steep
leftward leaning groove to belay beneath impressive overhangs. From
here the second pitch graded 4c takes on a more serious note, with
excitement provided by seepage onto a crucial hold from the
overhangs above. On that first occasion in November several years
ago I resorted to mopping this up with a handkerchief before
committing myself to the rising traverse. Two hundred feet above the
screes the sensation of exposure increases as a series of steep ledges
lead right, only momentarily relieved by the discovery of an old
drilled nut deep in a crack.
From the top ledge a groove leads to the safety of a gnarled yew.
Beyond seems an anti climax as the route finishes easily at a broad
ledge, unless of course you finish late in the day, which is where I
began. Take care on the descent, especially in darkness and rain.
My spectacles now have plastic lenses!
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DEJA VU
By Helen Jones
Sometime in August, or was it in July, I realised that I had blown
it. The weather was fantastic and I really wanted to go climbing.
Instead, here I was at home with not a game plan or a climbing partner
in sight. What made it worse was that I had brought this situation on
myself because I chose not to go away this summer. Certainly I had
discovered other pastimes and made other commitments. But if I was
really honest with myself, none of these alternative activities would
have held much sway if I hadn't entirely lost my bottle some time ago.
Last year was going to be the big come-back, but it was the old story.
Floods dampened my enthusiasm in Italy at Easter, rain drove us from
the Isle of Hoy in May, Cornwall was even wetter in June, and the
early onset of winter in Switzerland nearly made me hang up my
boots for ever. This year it was all going to be different, but another
wet spring ate deeply into what little of my confidence remained. Me,
sun and rock, never seemed to get it together.
One of the problems associated with the affliction of lost bottle is
that sufferers tend to shun company, in order to hide their shameful
secret. And so it was with me. How could I turn up on a Pinnacle Club
meet with no tales of derring-do to relate, no ticks to my name, not
even a tick-list? It was time for a bit of therapy to enable me to confront
this syndrome. I went to the Lake District for a quiet bit of rehab with
a sympathiser. She lead me up several pleasant routes of an
undemanding nature and even managed to persuade me to lead the odd
non-scary pitch, which I achieved with much huffing and puffing, and
dryness of mouth. The next stage of therapy was to attend a MEET.
It was early September. The omens were auspicious, the forecast
brilliant. Jean was travelling to Cwm Dyli with me, so it would be
difficult to chicken out at the last minute. Just in case my nerve failed
however, I had prepared a cunning alternative plan to spend the
weekend visiting a long lost friend in the Conway Valley. I set off early
on Friday in glorious sunshine, full of optimism. By the time I reached
Jean's house, 40 miles away, I was driving through thick fog with my
headlights on. This was not so auspicious. The weather continued to
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be murky as we headed into Wales, so I suggested a "side-trip" to Ness
Gardens. That would nicely avoid the issue of deciding whether and
what to climb. We enjoyed a pleasant hour or two ambling round the
garden, while the sun at last burnt off the mist, and eventually headed
into Wales. Now we really would have to think about climbing. I knew
I wanted to do it, but..... "Well", said Jean, "it's your decision, you will
have to do all the leading". As the miles sped by, and crunch time came
closer, I wrestled with mental weakness and plausible-sounding
excuses. It was already late afternoon, much too hot to walk up a hill,
perhaps we should just potter down to the hut and chill out. Almost
against my will, the thought of months of not climbing rose into my
consciousness, and I heard myself say "We'll go and do Oxo, that's
handy for the hut". And so it was, on a glorious late summer evening,
we found ourselves sitting at the top of the Wenallt, watching the antics
of the children on the campsite below. As the sun went round, the
hillside moved into shade, and a delightful breeze wafted round the
crag, cooling us, after our rather inelegant efforts in the chimney. I
remembered another such evening over thirty years before, when I had
been taken up this route by Kate Webb, and Shirley Angell. Much water
had certainly flowed through many bridges since then. Right now, Jean
and I were both feeling pretty pleased with ourselves. The meet proper
hadn't even started, and we already had a route under our belts. It was
an auspicious beginning after all! It also happened to be my birthday, so
it was down to the hut and out with the wine. Jean insisted on doing the
honours with the supper, and I glowed with sun, red wine, good
company, and the possibility that I might be rediscovering a little bottle.
Emboldened by our success, (and perhaps the red wine), Jean
announced she would like to lead something the next day, and
suggested Pinnacle Wall on Craig yr Ysfa. I was very happy with this
plan, and suggested we approach it via Mur y Niwl, a route which I
had long wanted to do, but would not have dared to aspire to just a few
years ago. "It's only VS", I muttered to myself, and barely glanced at
the description before setting out towards Ogwen.
Luckily for us, Val pointed out the desirability of leaving sacks on
the col. It was indeed fortunate that someone had their brain engaged,
because I hadn't even considered such minor details. We were the first
to leave the hut but not early enough, and it was a hot, hot, walk up to
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the splendidly named Bwlch Eryl Farchog, or Pass of Eryl the Knight.
We drank our fill, then, having been reminded that Craig yr Ysfa was
a cold, windy place, and that we would be in shade after mid-day, we
abandoned our shorts, took a thermal apiece, and geared up. It was
only at this point that Jean began to appreciate just how far we had to
scramble down and up again to reach our route, a nasty shock.
Hot and thirsty again, we eventually arrived at the foot of the
impressive Lower Amphitheatre Wall. It was easy to pick out the long
diagonal traverse of the second pitch of Mur y Niwl, and we hailed
two climbers perched high on the airy second belay out on the nose.
What luck! no queue! We were already geared up, so it was just a
matter of getting started. The first moves looked strangely difficult,
only 4b, according to the guide book, so were we in the right place?
We examined the rock minutely, but whatever way we approached, the
first moves were obviously going to be a bit awkward. I hate being
near the ground with no gear. The old war wounds in my ankles
positively scream for caution in such situations, so I struggled to place
a wire, then a friend, both unconvincing, before moving across the
traverse towards the large belay ledge.
I was rather worried for Jean, my trusting second. I really hadn't
placed adequate gear to protect her, and now, as I tried again to insert
a wire, I found I was hanging off a loose jug. There were a few more
like that before I reached the relative safety of the ledge. Now where
was that belay? I hunted high and low, and eventually inserted two
good RPs and two unpromising small wires. This was not looking
good. Perhaps we should abort? But how would I retreat? Abseil off
this lot? By now, some lads had arrived near Jean in the gully, with
designs on another route. I suggested, rather unsubtly, that she make
use of a friendly shoulder on the first tricky move, but still remained
concerned about the lack of protection, and the possibility of further
problems ahead.
The trouble with not climbing regularly, is that you forget how to
do it, and relatively straightforward moves suddenly seem impossible.
I was reminded of this at the beginning of the second pitch. There
seemed to be no way of making progress, and yet those earlier
climbers were already up there to prove me wrong. It was probably
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only the thought of the difficulties which a retreat would entail, which
forced me to overcome the insurmountable, and I reached the ledge at
the start of the hand traverse.
Having placed some solid gear, I gingerly stepped up, with my
hands in the obvious fault-line. "Oooh! I don't like that. It feels
awfully committing." The trusty guide book helpfully suggested
"stepping down to gain a diagonal staircase". OK, I could see the
staircase, but where were the handholds, or just one handhold? That
line was surely impossible except for a mountain goat with superglue. Back again to the first option, so swiftly rejected before. The
hand traverse led temptingly all the way to the desirable haven of a
belay. I stood up once more on a reasonable foothold. Where was
the next one? I stepped down again. It had to be done. Up again
and lurching across the wall, I searched desperately for more
footholds. I needed to rest in balance to place some gear. This was
not good. I was making progress, but all the time getting further
and further from that last friend. At last I managed to take a
breather, and get more gear in, before the hand traverse finally led
below the roof to a small but perfectly appointed belay. I felt too
tired mentally and physically to be particularly elated. I certainly
hadn't danced up it, but here I was.
I had made it up the second pitch and now it was Jean's turn.
It didn't require much imagination to see that she would pendulum
if she lost it on that traverse. But happily, she never even looked
like it. Grimacing there was, and heavy breathing worthy of any
modern tennis player, but in no time at all, Jean had joined me on
my brilliant little perch. It was frying hot, and contrary to
predictions, the sun showed no sign of moving off the crag. We
could see chains of climbers on Amphitheatre Buttress, weaving
their way in and out of the Pinnacles, each team waiting for the one
ahead in an unending queue. No-one else followed us on our route,
which was probably just as well.
There was loads of gear at this belay, and, as if making up for
earlier deficiencies in that department, I well and truly laced us to the
crag, with little regard for the person who would have to dig out all
those nuts. Poor Jean! The third pitch begins with a delightful little
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exposed step around the overhang. This is a spot to be enjoyed,
because, really and truly, there are no further difficulties, and the last
100 feet giving pleasant but rather rambling climbing to the base of
Pinnacle Wall. I belayed in the grass surrounded by bilberries, and
gazed around me.
Far beyond Cwm Eigiau, lines of blue hills stretched into the
distance. I rolled the names of some of the nearer peaks around my
tongue; Pen yr Helgi Du, Hill of the Black Hunting Dog, and Pen
Llithrig y Wrach, Hill of the Slippery Witch. I was a student in Wales
the first time I came to this place, and over the years I had been back
more than once to climb Amphitheatre Buttress. On one of those
occasions, I had watched Angela float up Mur y Niwl, and wished I
could do such hard climbs. That day had been hot too, and the cohort
of Pinnaclers had stripped off, and plunged into Llyn Ffynnon Llugwy
on the way down to Ogwen, providing impromptu entertainment for
the group of cadets on the other shore.
Back to the present. While I lay back in the grass savouring the
view and the bilberries, poor Jean was dangling below the overhang,
fighting to remove all my wires. Eventually she triumphed, and soon
joined me. Happiness seemed complete when she produced a rather
battered orange from her pocket. What a star! We were so thirsty. By
now I had demolished all the bilberries within reach of the belay. The
sun still beat down on us, but it was lower now. and white blankets of
cloud were drawing over the nearby peaks. No time to lose. There
was another route to be done.
Jean scrambled up to the start of the traverse on Pinnacle Wall,
and brought me up. While she was edging cautiously along the
traverse, I heard a clear voice from Amphitheatre Buttress. "Look
where that woman is, it looks very precarious". I hoped Jean couldn't
hear, but she was far too engrossed in her precariousness to notice.
Great stuff! She was across. As I paid out Jean's rope on the final
pitch, I suddenly felt desperately tired. We had been in the sun all day,
and apart from that orange, had had nothing to eat or drink since we
left our sacks at the col. I spared a thought for my leader, who was
fighting her own battle up there so late in the day.
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On the way back to our sacks, we paused to look across to the wall
we had climbed. It looked quite impressive, and indeed, it was a great
place to spend a late summer day. More memories crowded in, and I
remembered when I had first done Pinnacle Wall, some thirty-five
years before. Now, I was just very grateful for a super day. We felt
much revived after a drink and a sandwich, and made our way down
in the gathering dusk. Neither of us spoke, both wrapped in our own
thoughts. The mountains looked very mysterious in their cloud
blankets, and the sun sank with only a hint of pink in the sky. No
skinny-dipping this time. It was quite dark when we reached the car,
and 10 minutes later, we were sitting in front of a foaming shandy and
a wonderful plateful of food in the Bryn Tyrch. Now we could sit
back and relax, and talk contentedly of derring-do, which is, after all,
at least a part of what it's all about.
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(NOT) LOSING YOUR BOTTLE
HOW TO PARENT AND CLIMB
Cathy Woodhead
I will never forget climbing Spectre in Cheddar Gorge on a cold
damp day in January long ago. It was absolutely brilliant. It was the
first time I had been climbing for two years. On the previous occasion
I had seconded Alison's Rib at Bosigran when I was seven months
pregnant. Against my wishes I had become a sole parent with a lively
lovely twenty-two months old daughter. I have never regretted being
a mother but at times I was finding life quite trying.
So there I was on this dreary day following John Moss from South
Africa up Spectre. What bliss it was to be a million miles from
mashing up baby food, going to mothers and toddlers, and generally
surviving parenthood. That is the thing with climbing, it takes up your
whole mind, you concentrate on the few feet ahead, the runners below,
the question of whether to layback the next move or use the pinch-grip
that is really a bit too high. It's as though your brain gets a good wash.
It makes you feel better, much better.
Having restarted climbing I would go to my parents' place outside
Plymouth for the weekend. There Tammy had a great time running
rings round her young uncles while I took off with climbing chums for
the day. They were usually Pete with Don as cameraman. They often
had big plans which they gradually revealed during the journey. One
day Pete and I climbed The Hood at Torbay. It was desperate. I loved
our trips. To pay my parents back for looking after Tam for the day
I'd take the whole family out to one of the tors on Dartmoor. There I
would belay one young brother after another up the climbs while I
tried not to freeze to death at the top.
Over many years I would look after a friend's little boy one day at
a weekend and she would look after Tammy on the other day.
Activities were then decided around the children not around the
climbing, removing the need for compromise and frustration. Finding
someone for this takes effort but can be very worthwhile.
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While Tammy was growing up she would spend one weekend in
three with her father, thereby allowing me whole weekends for
climbing. Whatever the weather I always had a great time. It didn't
matter to me if it rained and we couldn't climb, the important thing
was the adult company and the change of scene. It made me happier
and a better mother. I came back from the trips with batteries charged.
When Tammy was about seven I joined the Rugby
Mountaineering Club. Many of their meets were based at huts and
Tammy was welcomed, and she enjoyed the club banter and some
scaled down activities. When the club visited smaller crags Tammy
would climb if she wanted to. There were always plenty of adults
around to talk to but unfortunately not usually other children of her
age. However, being at a crag with a young child, without the support
of the club or other adults, and trying to climb for oneself does not
really seem fair or safe.
Not all clubs welcome children on their regular meets. This is
understandable as some people will have made great efforts to get a
break from their families, and won't want other peoples' children
under their feet. This is where family meets come in. Meet
secretaries need people to offer to run them. The Pinnacle Club hut,
with its new extension and facilities, is ideal for this.
At age 12 and 14 years I took Tammy on two walking holidays in
the Julian Alps with some friends. This is a really terrific area to go
to with children as there are plenty of huts to choose from and the
summits are attainable. We climbed Triglav aided by the stanchions
and cables. We met packhorses laden with crates of beer heading up
through the trees to distant huts. And the flowers...
Climbing walls have come a long way over the past fifteen years,
and it is lovely to see children enjoying the challenge of getting up the
routes in a safe environment, and also to be able to hire the tiniest of
climbing boots and harnesses.
To sum up I would suggest making time for children and time for
climbing without compromising because both are important. Run
family meets, join child-friendly clubs and find areas like the Julian
Alps that children can enjoy.
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In May 1998, Rhona Lampard invited me to join the Parenting
Panel at the BMC International Women's Climbing Symposium being
held at Plas y Brenin. Each evening and during some days there were
discussion sessions on a wide variety of issues. The Parenting Panel
was made up of Fliss Butler, Geraldine Westrupp, Gill Kent, Rhona
and myself. Being first to speak I made most of the points above, I
also said that I felt quite smug standing up at the front of this big
group of women having done it. I'd brought up a lovely independent
daughter and managed to climb as well.
The next day a very fit woman who I'd seen cruising routes at the
climbing wall came over to me and said, "you haven't finished, you
know, it goes on", she had two young grandchildren with her and was
sorting them out for a Come-and-Try-It day at the Brenin. So there's
another challenge - Post-Parenting.
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THE CASSIN ROUTE ON THE PIZ BADILE
Stella Adams
An account (without too much poetic licence) of an ascent of the
Cassin Route on the Piz Badile by Gill Price and Stella Adams in 1995.
By three, we'd swallowed all we could of roasted oats
And sipped our tea.
By the flickering gleam of pale torch light,
Crouched in the bivouac we gathered our gear and
packed our sacks,
Ready to set out into the still dark night.
Then, tackling the steep rough slopes ahead
Leading to the glacial bed.
We stumbled over boulders and jagged blocks,
Up slicks of glistening snow and slippery rocks.
We slowed our pace,
And stopped atop the ridge below the mountain's
huge east face.
Here we left our heavy boots and gear
And, as the dawn cleared
We paused for breath. The weather held,
Our doubts dispelled.
By five we were across the stone crevasse,
The start of the climb at last.
At first we climbed with ease and grace
Each leading to the rope's end; pitch after pitch.
Gaining height at a steady pace
Until loose shaley rock rendered safety a farce,
Insecure footholds, belays scarce.
Climbing together, we took great care
And moved as quickly as we dared.
And on we climbed.
Lured upwards by the brightening sky.
The golden tips of the highest tops
Tinted by the rising sun
Lured us on.
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By nine, we'd made good time.
All was well.
Though storms we knew would come from where
we could not see
Only the roar of the Thunder God would tell
If we were doomed to sit through day and night,
On a mountain hell!
We gained height
Floundering among a confusing array of pegs and tat;
Each one a cul de sac?
Higher still, thirsty and tired we sat
At the uncomfortable, infamous 'bivouac' stance
And took our chance
To assess progress, to eat, to rest,
To study the route ahead before we onward pressed.
Safe for a while from dangers ahead;
The line of fire of stones
And large blocks, as downwards they sped.
This route, this stance still haunted
By the ghosts of the men who, undaunted,
Sat through treacherous storms for three nights
Their summit stolen, they died with the summit
in their sights!
And it's haunted too by the trials and fears
Of countless climbers over many intervening years
The most notable ascent of all.....
Solo by Herman Buhl.
Above..... deep chimneys and steep cracks,
Naked of ice, but cold and damp the crux
Fingery. technical and difficult, five pitches in all.
With little shelter from the ever present threat of stonefall.
This is the key to the upper and easier section,
We approached with caution and determination.
Retreat from here was not an option
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So on we climbed, jammed in by only knees and backs
Straining to gain lofty stances perched among
the wet cracks
A fierce fight in narrowing chimneys, where the
running water falls,
Struggling upwards, squashed between the steep, wet,
greasy walls.
Thrutching upwards, tugged back by our small sacks
From gaining purchase in the narrow finger cracks.
Hauling our exhausted bodies upwards, making
progress, gaining height,
The angle's easing. The beginning of the end's in sight.
Excited by our efforts, but there's still a long
way to climb.
And our progress, our hard won progress,
It's gone well, so far it's fine.
The technical difficulties are behind us,
And it's just gone three.
We're tired, exhilarated, optimistic but very, very weary.
We're now above the crux, but how far to the top?
We've climbed the chimneys but don't have time to stop!
Which way now? Upwards? Is the end in sight?
No! It doesn't look likely, check to the right.
No upwards! Always upwards. Don't lose the line.
What time is it? Late and getting later.
How far upwards? We're losing time.
Are you sure we can't get off to the right?
No! Hurry! We'll be overtaken by night.
Upwards scrambling over broken egg shells of loose rocks
With constant danger of stonefall and large
detached blocks
Scattered carelessly above us, over the sheer drop.
And it's getting late. Don't stop.
Take care, take extra care.
But speed is essential. Go as fast as you dare.
Which way now?
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Upwards, following a slim line of easyish angled slabs
To take us to the final, pitiful struggle;
One last overhanging crack.
And always still, uphill.
The top, no euphoria, only quiet pleasure and relief
A quick drink, a photo and a bite to eat.
Our tired, aching muscles demanding stillness a
complete rest!
But we need to make a rapid search for the line of retreat
And begin the arduously long abseil descent
To reach safety far below.
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RHM SKI TOURING 1999
Maggie Ingram
The Ortler Alps was the venue for this year's meet at Easter. This
group of mountains is situated between the Otzal to the north and the
Adamello to the south with the Dolomites over to the east. Tours here
are long and demanding so I was apprehensive, as it was my first
RHM ski tour.
I had spent five days ski touring with a friend in Switzerland first,
which helped me find my ski legs, but keeping up with those
continentals is another matter. We did some enjoyable tours Mt.
Aripille, Daubenhorn, Wildstrubel and Belle Oiseau, and during a rest
day in Martigny I went to see the Turner exhibition of his Alpine
paintings, which was wonderful.
I then travelled by train to Tirano, where a planned meeting with
some of the others and a lift should have happened, but didn't. So I
had to continue by bus, taxi, jeep, and finally snow-cat to the Branca
Hut. I should have been able to ski from Forni, which was the end of
the road, but by now it was dark. A Prince Charming stepped forward
in guise of Marco the Guido who offered to get Cinderella to the Ball
(or Maggie to the Hut, as it happened). What should have been a
wonderful experience a starlit sky, riding pillion to a charming
Italian, negotiating icy bends, (plenty of clinging on and thigh
squeezing) was spoilt because I was too exhausted to care after
thirteen hours of travelling. Marco obviously enjoyed his role as a
knight in shining armour because when I saw him again he called out
" Hello! remember me, Marco? Brrrm brrrm!"
Our first tour the next day was Mt. Pasquale. I didn't quite make
it to the summit the weather turned grim, it was windy, the snow was
icy, I was still tired and turned back at the col below the summit. The
next day was a sunny blue sky day and we did Pizzo Tresero. I still
found it exhausting following those continentals who powered away
effortlessly, but the glorious weather helped me to get to the summit.
There were a lot of people sunbathing and taking photos of the
wonderful views. I was feeling knackered, but the pleasure of reaching
the summit made up for the disappointment of the day before.
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On Tuesday the Brits got relegated to the "B" team! An early start
for the Pallon della Mare began with an icy traverse from the hut with
a few tricky sections to negotiate. Disaster struck when Sue
Williscroft's Harschiessen (crampon-like spikes which can be put on
your skis) came off and she dropped a ski pole while trying to get it
back on. My turn to be a Good Samaritan I managed to hook her ski
stick with mine and between us we got the Harschiessen sorted.
When we caught up with Anne Picard our leader, she asked would we
mind not continuing with the team as she was concerned about the
glacier for the return journey if they had to wait for us. So we
continued in a more leisurely fashion as far as the glacier and then
returned, enjoying the opportunity to look around and take photos.
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The following day the plan was to move to the Cassati Hut for Mt.
Cevedale, one of the biggest in the Ortler group. We dropped down
from the Branca Hut under grey skies and began the gradual ascent to
the Cassati. En route we stopped at the Pizzini Hut at lunch time, and
when we set off from there it began to snow. Anne Picard had worked
at the Cassati Hut in the past, and knew that if it was bad down here
it would be worse up there, so we quickly decided to return to the
Pizzini Hut for the night. It was a very stormy night with no
improvement the next day, so we went back down to the Branca Hut
in appalling conditions the wind and a white-out meant we had to
stop and look for the posts marking the way, and I was really glad the
rest of the team were there.
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A TALE OF TWO EPICS
OR PRU PULLS IT OFF
Anabelle Barker
Sitting in the snack bar on the cross-channel ferry seems an
unlikely place to finalise the venue tor a ski-mountaineering trip, but
this is what happened.
We were to regret the decision.
Months before, it had been decided that the old "team" would go
ski-touring at Easter. Where to go posed the problem. Austria had
been suggested but immediately dismissed by me for culinary reasons
- always an important factor when planning a trip. The Vanoise was
an alternative - superb food, but rejected at once by Jean as being "too
hard" for such an old, unfit team and so it went on.
Eventually "they" flew to Austria, promising to leave a trail of
notes and instructions en route to the first hut. Friendship was deemed
to be more important than food, so "we" opted to join them.
A few hours later, dossing 5 in a car outside a Complet Formule
1, the short journey to the Vanoise seemed undeniably more attractive,
but friendship again won and dawn saw us heading East.
The journey was not without incident. A hearty lunch was
enjoyed somewhere in Germany. When thoughts turned to paying, the
hideous realisation that no one had any Deutschmarks and that
German hostelries don't do plastic, hit us. (You have been warned.)
After several minutes of acute embarrassment a Eurocheque was
produced, which satisfied the proprietor. Unbeknownst to that lady,
the owner of this cheque had not had an account at the branch of issue
for nine years. A quick getaway was made before card and cheque
numbers could be compared; our consciences being salved by
guessing that the bank would catch up with the owner of both it did.
The Franz Sehn hut in the Oetztal has a delightful approach,
enhanced by the luggage lift which appears just as the terrain
steepens. Our friends were at the door to meet us, the weather was
fine and we were in high spirits.
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Just like Germans don't do credit cards, Austrians don't do
vegetarians. The promised omelette did not arrive at dinner, but half an
hour later in its stead there came a plate of completely unadorned
spaghetti "fur das vegetarian". The vegetarian was not happy, but was
appeased by the odd glass of wine, and the thought of a size 10 summer.
Two days we stayed there in indifferent weather, and then we moved
on, or was it more a case of were asked to leave? This was after a major
difference with the hut staff over the question of vegetarian food the
previous evening. Pru had been called upon to exercise her renowned
diplomatic skills in what was rapidly becoming an international incident.
The result was free glasses of Schnapps all round.
My brother-in-law's words when I pointed out that Continental
ski-tourers go out in all weathers were: "They die." The memory of
this curt reply reverberated around my head the next morning when
the Warden urged (forced?) us to move to the next hut. "Go to the col
and you will see the tracks of people coming this way. Follow these
tracks to the next hut" was the advice.
Now I have always been an avid supporter of the "following
tracks" type of navigation - my experiences with maps and compasses
having a nasty habit of going badly wrong.
The aforementioned col was alarmingly steep. I arrived last, a
quivering wreck reduced rapidly to a jelly on seeing skis upended in the
snow and crampons being put on: always a sign of extreme seriousness.
However there was a temporary uplift of a nice thick rope to help those
of a cowardly disposition no sign of any footsteps coming from the
other hut, which caused slight concern; the shape of things to come?
It is not a myth that weather changes rapidly in the mountains, for
within seconds we were in a white-out on a badly crevassed glacier
with a hell of a long way to go.
It soon became obvious that we would have to do what every skitourer dreads, ski down roped together.
The spectacle defied imagination; a tangled mass of skis, sticks,
arms and legs. Thank God there was no one around to witness it:
mind you it was snowing so hard they never would have seen us.
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The vegetarian did well shoved to the front of the first rope of
four with me directly behind shouting encouragement of the "you're
doing great" variety. To add to the terror, after about two hours of
very slow progress (successful thanks to the navigation skills of the
bouncy one on the second rope) I glanced up and saw that we were
traversing under the edge of the glacier cliffs on which was
pendulously perched about two feet of fresh, wet, heavy snow ready
to fall off at any moment. One of the experienced tourers on the other
rope caught my eye and together we offered up a silent prayer.
Hours later we thanked whoever is in charge up there, barely able
to lift our litres of beer and swallow our well earned egg and chips,
before collapsing into bed in the tiniest room at the hut with six beds.
The two younger members of the team were forced into the large, noisy,
mixed dormitory - they have to realise that the perils of ski touring don't
end when you enter the hut. The bouncy one has never joined us since.

"We're resting the meadows this year" is a sentence that you would
only hear in California. For the uninformed, "the meadows" is the
campsite at Tuolome where several hundred climbers stay. The scrabble
for the very few camp spaces available increased the tension in our team,
(exhausted by overwork in the previous weeks, a long haul flight to L.A.
and the struggle to get the hire car into gear) almost to breaking point.
We ended up camping outside the Yosemite National Park and having to
enter it every morning on the hour long drive to the crags.
Entering the Park was a marathon in itself, being forced to listen
to the innumerable rules and regulations covering everything from
bears to personal hygiene, interspersed with the words "you guys" at
regular intervals issuing from them mouths of the ever cheerful,
immaculate polyester-clad wardens. How anyone could refer to the
elegant Pru as "you guys" beats me, but I was having to be held down
to prevent me throttling the aforementioned wardens. The "sod it let's
go home' mood which manifested itself every morning when
confronted by all this rigmarole was enhanced by the thought of the
terrifying climbing that lay ahead on those holdless granite domes,
and even worse, the descent.
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"Great White Book is a nice route" chirped Sally "I did it with
Guy last time we were here. You'll love it." An icy spasm gripped my
heart at these oft-heard words., which don't mean what they say at all.
Sally may have loved the route but she had forgotten that on the
previous occasion she had been accompanied by two E3 leaders.
Unfortunately, that breed was missing from our team.
Two hours later Pru gained the stance at the top of the second
pitch. Sally and Margaret had already abandoned bold thoughts of
leading through and were both very firmly fixed to the end of my rope
looking ashen faced. The route consists of one type of move onlyputting the left hand and foot onto the holdless granite wall and
udging up the crack behind using the back, trailing the right leg and
wishing one didn't have a right arm to get in the way. Of gear
placements there were very few. Our Pru may not be the most
naturally gifted of rock climbers, but the girl has guts aplenty. Up she
went, son Julian's camera (of the enormous kind) swinging around
wildly, accompanied by the ancient, badly fitting canvas rucksack she
sported. By now the words "Come down Pru" were being uttered
every ten seconds.
Crisis came at the bottom of the last pitch, 150 feet completely
devoid of gear placements. "I'm really sorry girls, but I can't do it."
she announced at the end of about five death-defying attempts. Three
voices in unison, in various states of panic shrieked "Yes you can." all
thinking the same thought "might I have to try it if she fails?" She
took us at our word, and after a few terrifying slips she gained the
stance. We three all hanging off a very small chain praying that its
strength would not be tested by the weight of a flying Cartwright plus
camera, breathed again.
The only remaining problem was the hideous descent. It was
becoming increasingly apparent that the day was drawing to a close.
My previously unworn silk shirt, the one concession against the cold,
had been ripped to shreds by constant rubbing against the granite and
it was getting dark (no torches in the team of course)- which did
nothing to speed up our descent: this involved walking down endless
steep slabs, seemingly about HVS. When every last ounce of bravery
had been used up, we "rapped" off a piece of extremely dodgy looking
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gear-only to get the ab. rope stuck. "Let me handle this I'm an 0.7."
came the order: no one argued, no one had the strength. The girl was
as good as her word and down it came- probably terrified into
submission by that upper class English voice.
Twelve and a half hours after leaving the car we re-entered it,
probably the slowest ever ascent and descent of a 500 foot route. The
granite was abandoned and the next day we left for Mt. Whitney; but
that's another story involving helicopters.
I'm amazed we are ever let out.
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AIR RAID WARNING
WALKING IN TENERIFE
Barbara James
Mangas are the juicy fruit, mangoes are the more fibrous males!
It is amazing what you can learn when you go walking in Tenerife.
If your first visit includes El Teide and Vilaflor (the highest
mountain and village respectively in Spain as well as in Tenerife),
the Laurel forest and Puerto de la Cruz in the North and the "hidden"
village of Masca (Thompsons discovered it a few years ago), you
have not "done" Tenerife. Like passing the driving test, after the
basics, you start to learn.
Recently, I learnt that the definition of sensible behaviour varies
from place to place. What normally will protect you in the U.K. does
not necessarily do so in the Canary Islands. In the U.K., leave bees
alone and generally they do not attack you. Not so in Tenerife.
I was walking with a group of "Swallows" or British visitors.
Although it was only March, the street clocks were indicating
30°C. The wind from Africa was bringing not only Sahara dust but
also the heat. Walking with the British group means a late start
which did not help and it was after 1400 hours before we were
descending. I was unaware that one of the group had been stung
during the ascent. Unbeknown to us there were beehives in the
area. Then it happened.
The first that I knew of their existence was when a bee became
stuck in my hair. Unusually, I'd taken off my sun hat, although always
I have arms and legs covered. Rarely have I been frightened and I
cannot remember ever screaming before but this time I did. Like a
Hitchcock film, I saw other bees closing in, no doubt attracted by the
angry calls of my attacker. Instinct took oven I doubled up and hoped
that waving arms would divert the approaching squadrons.
Our group was well spread out and those first on the scene just ran
past me. Luckily, an ex-RAF pilot took over, led me away, found the
sting and managed to withdraw it. We got out of the danger zone as
fast as possible, but not before five others had been stung.
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I was retelling this story a week later to some local Tenerifenos
friends from whom I learn a lot about the island. I knew that they
could answer the question, were they the infamous Killer Bees? By
incredible coincidence, Hucho owned the bees and no, they were not
killer bees. The behaviour of the bees here varies according to the
temperature. Their aggression and their range from the hive increase
in direct proportion to the heat of the day. Arms, whether waved or
not, had nothing to do with it.
The advice was to avoid walking anywhere near beehives during
the heat of the day. Avoid paths with the sign Colmenas - beehives. As
the summer approaches, over 700 hives are moved up to the Canadas,
the area at 7,000' near El Teide. Here the wonderful flowers of Ratama
del Teide and others provide a feast of nectar for hungry bees.
NB Even at this altitude, temperatures can be excessive.
Another walk was with a local lady resident, born and brought up in
Vilaflor, from whom I learn as much as my far from fluent Spanish
allows. I was delighted to find she, like me, covers up skin with clothing
before going into the sun. Our progress up the street was somewhat
staccato due to pleasant interchange of greetings from many doorways.
On reaching the tree-line above San Roque, I was surprised to find
her ignoring a recently renovated path. We set off pushing bushes
aside, following a very faint track that was thickly covered with
slippery pine needles. A plant with white flowers was everywhere.
No, she answered my question with a smile. This was escabon, fodder
for goats, not a herb for human consumption. The path was shorter and
steeper than the one we had ignored, but arrived at the same splendid
picnic spot. Crystal clear conditions gave us views from the peace of
Vilaflor to the populated coastline and even on to other islands.
Walks with a guide who speaks English in the National Park of El
Teide have to be booked ahead but at present it is a free service. For the
earless, from either Las Americas in the South, or Puerto de la Cruz in the
North, the ONE green TITSA bus a day leaves early, stays up there all
day, and both depart from the Parador del Teide at 1600 hours to return to
their respective destinations.(To book a guided walk, ring the office in
Santa Cruz, tel 922290129, Monday Friday 0900 1300 hours)
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At 1300 hours we met Pepe at the Park Office in El Portillo. (The
Las Americas bus arrives there at 11.30 and would depart at 15.15) At
this time of day in July, I normally hide from the force of the sun.
Luckily, although the sun was very strong, the air temperature on this
day was not too hot. Cloud covering the North of the island was
directing a pleasant breeze to this end of the Canadas. In winter El
Portillo can have the road closed by snow whilst at the same altitude,
the area around the Parador 10 miles away towards the south has none.
Plants found in this area survive 15°C differences in 24 hours,
rabbits introduced in the 16th Century with no predators to control them
are shot, between August and November, by local hunters with permits.
Information about volcanoes and many more topics were covered by
our guide. Perhaps the most lasting memory of the day will be not all
the interesting facts but the atmosphere engendered by the group in a
setting of unrivalled dramatic scenery. Irene Thiemann, a German
teacher, translated to her family and she and I talked in English while
Pepe informed Cristobal in Spanish. It was a truly international
meeting of like-minded people making a major effort to communicate.
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COLORADO AND CALIFORNIA;
A TWO WEEK DASH
Yvonne Brade
Could it be done? The USA is a big piece of land whose size we
Brits often underestimate. Skimpy work holidays only permitted two
weeks to sample the climbing delights of both Colorado and
California. It could only be a taster, picking 3 star classic routes in
some of the best climbing areas in the two states.
Flights in August '97 were expensive but flexible: outward
from Heathrow to Denver via Chicago, return direct from San
Francisco. A car was essential to travel between crags and was
cheaper and easier to book in the UK. One-way car hire is also a
key to this kind of holiday, picking up at one airport and dropping
off at another.
Accommodation for the first week was handily provided by
British friends now addicted to the Colorado way of life. They'd
chosen Louisville, a suburb of the climbers' mecca, Boulder.
Boulder is a fascinating place, apparently inhabited only by fit,
healthy, super-intelligent beings. It nestles below three aptly-named
huge slices of rock called the Flat Irons. Just up the road is the
stunning gorge of Boulder Canyon with several crags on both sides.
A little further out is the local climbers' paradise of Eldorado
Canyon, or "Eldo".
Boulder itself is an excellent base for keen climbers, not only
because of these local crags, but because of its proximity to the
"bigger stuff' in the Estes and Rocky Mountain national parks
approximately an hour and a half away. Lumpy ridge is apparently
much more exciting than it sounds, and well worth a couple of days.
My Colorado friends gave me the opportunity of my first (and
possibly last) mountaineering experience with a ridiculously early
walk in up to the snow-surrounded base of Long Peak.
The stars, the dawn, and the relatively easy jaunt back down made
it worthwhile, despite retreating after four pitches to escape an
impending storm.
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Relatively easy, but enjoyable, exposed multipitch routes abound
in both Boulder and Eldorado Canyons. Bastille, about VS, in
Eldorado is a must, with its exposed, classic moves and excellent
pitches. The quality of the rock we found in the U.S. was impressive,
offering pitch after pitch of perfect climbing.
On to California. Accommodation in Yosemite is less easy to
find, and a campsite forty miles outside the park boundary was the
nearest we could get. As the big wall climbing didn't appeal and it
was incredibly hot, we spent a few days splashing around at the
bottom of the huge waterfalls, gazing in awe at El Capitan and
trekking up Half Dome. At eighteen miles round trip, Half Dome is
another must, requiring an early start, lots of water, and leather
gloves (provided) to haul yourself up the last stage of cabled slab
onto the summit. Stunning waterfalls, cute hungry furry things
(marmots) and cool inviting pools also add to the appeal of this
excursion.
Far quieter, higher and cooler at the height of summer is Tuoleme
Meadows, tucked away in a pass behind and above Yosemite. A
gorgeous, peaceful valley with a lake, invisible bears and an
abundance of climbed domes make Tuolome the perfect summer
climbers' haven, away from the tourists at Yosemite.
Our final taste of California was a 3 star VS Bear's Reach at
Lovers Leap, Lake Tahoe. There's free, wild camping right at the
base of this stupendous and extensive crag. We, however, spared no
expense and motelled it a few miles away. Having carelessly left a
rucksack with rope and boots in a lay-by in Tuolome, I found the
local climbing shop to be most helpful in refurbishing my needs,
courtesy of good insurance.
There were several areas we thought worth revisiting: Tuolome
for some more, better-protected 5.8's, and the lake Tahoe area has a
lot more cragging to explore at Lovers Leap.
The return flight from San Francisco left us time for a quick nip
up the coast to a pretty seaside village, to escape the city before the
long haul back home.
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SHOPPING IN SEATTLE:
THE PREQUEL
Margaret Clennett
To reassure those readers who may have been alarmed by the title,
this is not a blow by blow account of our Visa expenditure. We did
indeed do our bit for the American economy, but until the very last
day most of our shopping forays were of the survival kind, for food,
and, more especially, gas. We spent an inordinate amount of time
trying to find gas, and bought up virtually all the resealable
Epigas/Coleman canisters in Washington State, they were such a
scarce commodity.
Why did we go to the Cascades? Sally Macintyre, Annabelle
Barker and I were agreed on the USA, we wanted some interesting
but not desperate routes, with the potential for easy rock routes, and
scrambling, and a minimum of American bureaucracy. The area
seemed ideal, but it wasn't until we'd booked the flights that I found
out about the routes with 3-day walk-ins requiring a machete, the
mozzies worse than Skye midges, and the significance of the misty
backgrounds in all the photos the rain. Plenty of scope for
shopping, it would seem.
The Cascades is a huge area, with 3 thick guidebooks to cover the
range comprehensively, but at £20 each we only invested in one
before we went. We also had a "100 best routes" book, which covered
winter and summer, rock and snow. Lots of time as we sit in the rain,
I thought, to plan where to go next.
We chose Washington Pass for our introduction to the North
West. It seemed to fulfil all our criteria roadside crags with easy
routes, mountains with and without snow, no rangers or rules. The
book talked about it being crowded at weekends and holidays. We
arrived in cloud, but next day there were blue skies, a welcome
change from the British "summer" of continual rain we'd left behind.
From the road, the Liberty Bell peaks are steep and spiky,
immaculate granite walls, but round the corner out of sight are easier
routes for lesser mortals.
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Lesson one: a roadside crag means one you can get to before
lunch. Instead of a stroll up to Idwal, the walk-in was more like going
up to Pillar, with forest, then meadow, and finally steeper ground to
the foot of the crag. We arrived, puffing and hot, at the start of the S
Ridge of S. Early Winter Spire. This route had its crux on the first
pitch, so we could, if required, just pretend we hadn't meant to climb
it after all, but were just there for a hike. In the event, there was no
one else there anyway. But who was to lead this crux? Sally then
announced (mid July it was) that she hadn't actually climbed out of
doors this year and begged to be excused. Between us, Annabelle and
I surmounted the difficulty, and the team was soon ensconced on the
summit, feeling very pleased with ourselves.
Lesson two: if you have a short holiday, or are clad in skimpy
garments, do not fight nature. Our attempt on Cut-throat Peak failed,
because we didn't find the trail. You just cannot penetrate the dense
forests unless suitably equipped and motivated - they make our British
conifer plantations look like sparse little copses. Most of the trails we
used were gently graded, manicured, paths - the few that weren't were
hard work, with fallen trees, false lines, and very poor indications of
where to go. Venturing into the trees for a short cut or to look for a
trail is not to be contemplated.
Liberty Bell itself was the project for day 3. Still no people, and
still cloudless skies, though the mosquitoes were making their
presence known. A two hour walk in, to the Beckey Route (Fred
Beckey being the Cascades equivalent of Kirkus, he put up 80% of
first ascents and was/is still going strong in his nineties.) The crux
was described as a friction slab grade 5.5 5.7 "depending on reach".
Annabelle being the tallest, at 5ft Sins, was given the honour, and
cruised it. Sunbathing on the summit, we spotted a remote and
shapely mountain which immediately became our next objective.
Golden Horn.
Late afternoon the next day we set off with minimal gear,
planning to stop after at Granite Pass. This is on the Pacific Crest
Trail, (PCT) the Pennine Way of the West, but without the tea-shops,
pubs or B&Bs. In fact, without any supplies at all for about a week
at a time, and all the hikers we saw on it were carrying mega sacks.
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They seemed surprised that we were actually climbing mountains,
but I suppose if you had to carry the weight they did you wouldn't be
interested either. No water at Granite Pass, so onward into the
gloaming for longer than we'd expected to a well-populated site (3
tents) below Snowy Lake. As we prepared dinner in the dark a
German Bible freak gave us a monologue about life, the universe,
and the PCT, all of us wrapped up in fleeces and hoods to keep out
the mozzies. These beasties were even worse at breakfast, but
thankfully we soon left them behind as we headed up through the
meadows to Snowy Lake. On up to a sandy, stony edge, a gentle
slope on our side, but vertiginous drop the other, and a steady slog up
to the two summit towers. The higher looked impossible to reach
without serious E2 moves, but a sneaky gully round the corner took
us to within a few feet of the top. "Class 3 climbing to the summit
block" the book said
we'd interpreted this as some minor
scrambling after our successes at real climbing. In reality there were
a few delicate but very exposed moves above a 30 foot drop. How
could we not do it after coming so far? But dither we did for what
seemed ages, before Annabelle and I balanced across the airy
traverse. There was just enough room for two to stand on the tiny
summit of the Horn.
Descending was far more problematic, involving the untying of all
the knots in the summit tat from round a chockstone, and retying to
make one long piece. We had no gear of our own. "Don't put all your
weight on that tat, Annabelle" Sun-bleached frayed tape it was, but
she did and it held. Now an effortless lope straight down 1000 feet of
perfect, uniformly fine scree, the sort there used to be in the Lakes
before we all went there, with no bare patches or bigger boulders to
catch you out. A dip in Snowy Lake, a brew at the bivvy, then the long
haul back to the valley.
The day after there were still cloudless blue skies, but we were
stiff, tired and needed a rest. It was a busy Saturday, with all the
motels full. We ended up in a chalet in the woods, for a luxurious
interlude before returning to the hill. A bath, a barbecue on the
verandah, and some excellent white wine chilling in the fridge. Two
weeks still to go before the serious shopping could begin.
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After our 24 hours of luxury it was back to basics, and a gamut of
wilderness experiences. I got a touch of heatstroke - or was it merely
exhaustion on a hike "just" up to Robinson Lake. No even a col, let
alone a hill, but it was exceptionally hot and humid, and Sally wisely
turned back. Late afternoon we caught the edge of a thunderstorm,
and also had great difficulty finding the overgrown trail back to the car
(see Lesson 2 mentioned earlier). As the alternative was a 20 mile
detour, we had plenty of incentive. I must have been ill, because that
evening I declined the wine.
Next to the Cascade National Park itself (syn. bureaucratic jungle).
Here we had a lecture from an earnest ranger on composting toilets, I had
nightmares from a claustrophobic campsite in the forest, and Sally was
reprieved by bad weather from participation in our planned illegal bivvy
at a site we had no permit for. We got totally "treed out" fighting through
the vegetation on the climbers' trail to Boston Basin, though if you were
actually planning to spend a few days there the battle would be worth it;
the Basin is beautiful, and there are lots of attractive routes there.
By now we had some unwelcome company, a family of mice
which lived somewhere in the depths of our hire car, emerging at night
to chew whatever took their fancy. After a couple of days they
spurned the loo roll we had left in the boot specially for them, being
more attracted to the contents of Annabelle's bag. We had to unload
our precious goodies every night for a week. To lose some biscuits is
acceptable, to find holes in your new fleece is not. One mouse jumped
out of the boot, a few days later one emerged from a bag, but it was
over a week before they finally all disappeared.
Mount Daniel proved to be our token snow peak. The route
description implied we needed big boots, crampons and a rope, but in
retrospect we could have done it in bendy boots and just suffered wet
feet for a while. Maybe we went the wrong way, but we didn't find
any crevasses either. It was a fantastic viewpoint though, with a white
volcano in the distance. We had planned to do at least one volcano,
Mount Rainier being top of the list, but decided that remote access
and/or red tape were too off-putting - there were so many other hills
to do. The rumour that on Rainier you were given blue poly bags to
pack our your human waste did not endear us to the mountain either.
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One of the best days was our last route, Ingall's Peak. A beautiful
walk-in, with only half an hour of trees, and Rainier a white cloud,
floating and shimmering above a dark green haze. Over Ingall's Pass,
a circle around a high valley to Ingall's Lake, then up a bouldery wide
gully to the W ridge via the occasional snow patch. Red friction slabs
alternated with slippery silver intrusions, up to a spiky top with no flat
place to sit. No-one there, and a host of peaks around inviting you to
climb them. Next time, perhaps, if there is one.
Will we go back? The volcanoes still beckon, and there are
myriads of routes and peaks which don't entail jungle bashing.
Maybe though, it's best just to stick to memories, because we had
superb weather, and couldn't be so lucky another time. If you like to
get away from the crowds, and don't mind walking, it is definitely a
place to visit, despite the trees.
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TORRES DEL PAINE 1999
Janet Davies
If I had known we were being sponsored by weight watchers I
would have secreted a few more goodies in my sac, notwithstanding
the weight factor.
It was not until the second night of our trek around the Towers of
Paine when we were relaxing in a gale-force wind after our meal,
stomachs still rumbling, hoping that some more delightful morsels
were about to appear that I idly started to tot up the calories on the
packets we had eaten and add to them those for the plate of breakfast
Ready-Brek and some raisins, nuts and chocolate (very small
portions) that we'd eaten en route. It was not enough. It was probably
not even enough for someone on a crash slimming course, lying prone
all day in a warm room. I had visions of us collapsing through lack
of energy this was quite easy to do as I'd felt I was getting near to it
for the last few hours of trekking.
Helen, who had organised the food, was adamant that I would either
have refused or not been able to carry any more this may well have
been true but it didn't stop us feeling pretty hungry with six long days of
trekking ahead. After much discussion it was agreed that we would rifle
the other days' food bags and make it up by having a meal or two at a
hut when we stopped near them at night. Great I now felt that I might
possibly survive. I didn't realise at this stage that it would be another
four nights before the possibility of such indulgence would occur.
To back-track now to the beginning I had always wanted to go to
Patagonia since seeing photos of Cerro Torre in the early 60's. At the
time I probably imagined myself climbing a dramatic face or two, but
now, nearly 40 years later, to see them and wander round the area
would provide enough of an adrenaline rush.
I had severe doubts about my ability to carry a large load (feelings
Helen, a veteran trekker, obviously shared hence the minimal
rations), so it was with considerable apprehension that I set off from
the camp-site at Las Torres on the first day of our trek. Would I make
it to the next camping spot or fall by the wayside?
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Our camp-site was pretty idyllic, in light woodland by a stream, not
at all crowded with views straight up to the north faces of the Towers of
Paine quite stunning. Elegant horses grazed around and sometimes
their riders, wonderful haughty-looking gauchos rode dramatically past.
Early next morning we left for Puerto Seron. We were walking in an
anti-clockwise direction around the Towers which seemed to be the
better way from various points of view including, most significantly,
wind. The path could not have been better for a novice trekker - we saw
nobody, it wound its way gently through quite English countryside, with
the odd group of cows lounging under trees, the weather was sunny and
fresh with a light breeze. Idyllic you might say, apart from the horror of
the packs. The first hour wasn't too bad but then my shoulders started
to scream out that they didn't want this weight any longer and it just got
worse and worse. I was allowed a wee break by a stream where we made
a brew and paddled our feet but this was only delaying the horror - we
set off again, across beautiful water meadows fringing the wide, fastflowing Rio Paine, eventually arriving at Puerto Seron, a camp-site by an
estancia house which looked to me much as an oasis must to someone
dying of thirst in the desert. A resting place, an end - albeit temporary
of pain. But no, it appeared that the trekking fuhrer had other plans
which were to carry on 'for an hour or two and then camp somewhere
wild'. I was totally dumb-struck and amazingly agreed to carry on if we
agreed to stop at the first accessible water. I must admit that the fuhrer
had a point but it was about an hour more of agony before we found a
wonderfully remote place, away from the track, right by the Rio Paine
where several duck families were being swept along by the current. At
this point we changed direction slightly but significantly. We started to
head in a more westerly direction and immediately encountered much
stronger winds which made tent erecting and cooking a lot more
difficult. It was at this point our first meal really in the wild that I
started to work out the calorie deficiency. As the wind howled around
the tent that night and we awoke to a windy, showery, overcast day our
food rations featured rather strongly in my thoughts.
The walk around the Towers takes about eight days and for the first
four the track rises very slowly up to a col at 1350m. where you cross
the watershed onto the west side of the Andes. There is often extremely
bad weather here poor visibility, snow and strong winds. The night
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before we crossed the col was very wild and lots of snow fell. The
camp-site warden told us at about 10am that we should go. I had a
feeling he wanted us out of the way as we were taking up a scarce site
that would be needed by the next day's trekkers. We thought we ought
to give it a go so set off up what can best be described as a stunted but
sturdy forest growing in liquid mud, lots of liquid mud which did not
speed our progress. I then got soaked crossing a river (which Helen of
course with her superior trekking skills emerged from unscathed).
The col itself was dramatic, gusty with wild snow flurries though
we could see quite a way to the west across the vast expanse of
Glacier Grey winding down towards Lago Grey. The wind became
quite strong on the west side of the range and we were glad to rush
down towards some shelter. We soon discovered that once we had
crossed the col the temperature shot down and it continued to get
colder as we approached ever nearer to the glacier, which is an arm of
the vast 380km long Southern Patagonian Ice-cap.
The southern beech forests vary amazingly in size. The first trees
we encountered as we descended the western slopes were about two
feet high and like heavy duty bonsai, the roots probably went down for
twenty or thirty feet. Very slowly, as we descended, they got taller and
by the time we were near Glacier Grey they were at least 100 feet high
it was easy to tell as so many of them had fallen across the path and
were major obstacles every ten feet or so. Very inconsiderately they
often fell on top of each other making progress even more difficult.
We had noticed many times in the previous days that the maps
were very much artistic impressions of a hilly area rather than an
accurate representation of anything so we should have been prepared
but of course we were not, being always optimistic for the reality
of the map's gently contouring path along the side of Glacier Grey.
This path, which came near to defeating us (well, me I cannot speak
for the trekking fuhrer). Apart from looking like a giant's spillikin
game with tree trunks scattered all over it went up over cliffs, down
round cliffs big cliffs, not small outcrops and towards the end of
the day descended into enormous boulder-filled river gorges and up
the other sides sometimes on ramshackle ladders. This was definitely
the worst day. Afterwards I felt that we could face anything.
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A day later we arrived at Lago Pehoe near to the end of the trek
from where characteristically Helen wanted to walk out and I fancied
getting a (rather unreliable) ferry boat across the lake. Helen won of
course but we did make up for all the calorie deprivation by having an
enormous meal in the Refuge before we left.
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MALAWI - A BUMPY RIDE HOME
Diana Proudfoot
Malawi? Where's that? This has been the most common reaction
to my attempts to tell people about my travels in central Africa two
years ago. How to light that spark of enthusiasm for a place no-one
has ever heard of. Next reaction: why Malawi?
Malawi is sandwiched between Tanzania to its north and
Mozambique which is wrapped around its southern end. Zambia is
to the west. That's the answer to question number one. The why
takes a bit longer. My grandparents were missionaries there from
the late 1890s and my mother was born there. Two aunts returned
after WW2, again as missionaries so I grew up with Malawi (or
Nyasaland as it was then known) as an integral part of my
childhood landscape. I decided a visit was imperative as I had
always wanted to see the country which played such a part in my
family's history. What's more, it has mountain ranges. The long
summer holiday following the first year of my social work course
seemed ideal: more holiday time than I would have again before
retirement a sobering thought.
I landed at Lilongwe airport and the next day had an adventurous
300km trip south from there to Blantyre where my family had lived
and worked. I travelled on a battered old Stagecoach Malawi bus
jam-packed with locals going to and from the markets which lined
the road side. The route was littered with dead buses. Dear God! I
thought, no AA here. From time to time the cheery casualties of
Stagecoach's terminally knackered vehicles clambered aboard ours
with baskets of tangerines which threatened to overturn every time
we lurched over a pothole or swerved to avoid stray goats or
screeched to a halt at yet another market.
Further excitements were had when we were stopped at a road
block (where there was yet another market) and ordered off the bus at
gun point by military policemen who, I was told by a kind Malawian
woman who had befriended me, were searching for drugs.
(Apparently, young western travellers make for Lake Malawi and chill
out on the local weed which is grown round there, so there was a good
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market in it). The only European, I felt decidedly conspicuous
surrounded by people busily selling food and soft drinks to the weary
travellers. It was quite a thought-provoking experience.
I was relieved when I finally made it to my Nigerian hosts (an
adventure in itself). They are lecturers at a theological college in
Blantyre and gave me such a warm welcome. It had been arranged for
me to visit the house where my grandparents lived and where my
mother was born. This is now within the grounds of the presidential
palace so our party (I couldn't just go on my own) was shown around
by the president's chief of staff. It was a pretty powerful experience to
visit the place and hear an elderly churchman recount his memories of
my grandparents and aunts. From the beautifully kept garden I could
see the mountains of Mozambique and looked forward to what I hoped
would be the highlight of my trip a visit to the Mulanje mountain
range which lies on the south-east border with Mozambique.
After several days in Blantyre I headed back north to Lilongwe
the capital city, this time on a very comfortable coach booked by my
hosts. We were not stopped at the check point this time and a snack
was part of the deal. The passengers were all well-heeled Malawians
and me - looking rather down-at-heel.
I was joining a trip in Lilongwe which would include visits to
game reserves, the highlight of which was the day we padded quietly
across mud flats in the Vwaza reserve to see hippos. Never get
between a hippo and the water was very sound advice; I have
followed it ever since. Apparently they cause more human deaths
than any other animal in Africa. Close encounters with hippos were
possible in our next objective, the Liwonde National Park, to the
south of Lake Malawi. We camped by the River Shire (but not
camping as we Pinnaclers know it luxury tents with beds and room
(?) service). The river is infested with wicked-looking crocodiles
posing as harmless logs. The late President Banda used to boast of
throwing his enemies into the Shire, there to meet a wretched end as
"meat for crocodiles". Our end was more likely to come from the
hippos who trotted across the camp site at night ready to head butt
campers on a nocturnal visit to the loo and who inadvertently came
between them and the water.
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Our journey south-east to Mulanje followed. We drove through the
tea plantations of Thyolo (pronounced Cholo) with the Mulanje massif
looming closer. It rises very steeply out of the surrounding flat land, a
huge granite outcrop. There are over twenty peaks in the massif, the
highest of which, Sapwita, is 3,002m. Another peak, Chambe, offers
on its west face the longest rock climb (1675m) in southern Africa.
This peak, by the walkers' and scramblers' route, was our objective
though I reckoned I was the most enthusiastic of the party.
We stayed in the CCAP resthouse at Likhubula having arrived there
too late to make it to the Chambe hut that night. Next morning with our
porters we trekked up the steep hillsides which were covered in Mulanje
cedar. These are fast becoming an endangered species but economic
imperatives drive the huge logging operation in the Chambe basin. We
constantly were passed by local men descending the hill carrying huge
tree trunks for which they were paid 20p 40p if they could carry two.
After dumping our kit at the Chambe hut at lunch time, we walked up
through scrubby bush to make our attempt on Chambe (2,552m) . The
views of the other peaks of the massif were magnificent and, a definite
plus, no-one else around. NOT like a day out on Kinder. The last
barrier to the summit was a 300m scramble up rough granite slabs,
reasonably angled and just begging to be climbed. I set off up, relishing
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the rough rock but my keenness wasn't shared by the other members of
the party who wanted to descend. However, it was mid-afternoon and
rather late for a serious summit attempt. Disappointed, I downclimbed,
accepting the fact that it would have been difficult for this party to do it
in the three remaining hours of day light. We ended our day with
relaxation exercises on the veranda led by our resident yoga teacher.
The Mulanje range has a chain of mountain huts which can be
used as bases for a hutting expedition round the massif or as starting
points for ascents of other peaks. Porters can be hired at Likhubula.
More details about the huts and routes on Mulanje can be had from
the Mountain Club of Malawi, PO Box 240 in Blantyre. The guides
I list below were very helpful, especially the Bradt guide. They can
both be ordered from Stanford's map and travel book shop in London
(Tel 0171 836 1321). They also have a map of Malawi - not useful for
much more than travelling around by road.
As regards jabs, disease and other lurgies, I had no trouble apart
from my reaction to larium (malaria remedy) It was pretty desperate
and made me feel totally spaced out and, by the time I returned home,
I was feeling so distressed that I almost fled from Sainsbury's in a
panic. Perhaps that had as much to do with Sainsbury's as larium.
More to the point, it affected my balance which was potentially
serious on the very steep descent down one of the gorges which cut
into the side of the Mulanje massif.
In general I found Malawi to be a very safe place to travel in and
all the Malawians I met were unfailingly helpful and courteous. It
was helpful to have mastered the local greeting as no-one ever gets
down to business without asking after each other's health etc. It was
good to realise there are other ways of dealing with people than those
current in the west. I never had any problems at potential flash points
like the border crossing into Zambia, unlike some tourists who wanted
to hustle their way through.
As regards clothing, there was until 1993 a law forbidding the
wearing of trousers, shorts or above knee skirts by women. Men were
forbidden haircuts longer than army-style and would be turned back
at the border or taken away to have a short back and sides. The law
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may have been repealed but local dress codes are modest and should
be observed in towns and villages. Shorts and trousers are fine at
lakeside resorts or in the mountains.
The Malawian winter (July - September) is an ideal time to walk in
the hills as the weather is like that of a good (?) English summer. Night
times are chilly at altitude and I was glad of my fleece and a camp fire.
All in all a brilliant trip and no wonder people get hooked on Africa.

GUIDEBOOKS
Guide to Malawi by Philip Briggs, pub Bradt.
A Guide to Malawi by David Stuart-Mogg, pub Central African Ltd.
Venture to the Interior by Laurens van der Post is also worth reading
for the account of his travels in the mountains of Malawi.
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NEPAL
Sue Logan
Inside my skull the man at the start of the J. Arthur Rank movie
is banging his gong over and over again. My legs feel like lead and I
struggle to pick up my feet and carrv on downwards. Nausea wells up
inside me and I sink to the ground in utter despair. Behind me Jean
and Annabelle plod upward at a steady pace while I attempt to
distinguish shapes in the darkness below me. Where are the tents?
Where am I and how will 1 find my way back? What on earth am I
doing in this place.......?

Planning our trip to Nepal was totally absorbing: poring over
maps, planning the itinerary, judging distances and calculating
increases in altitude, reading books and making reservations, writing
and rewriting lists and having endless telephone conversations. The
world of Himalayan trekking was like a foreign language to me and
words such as Kathmandu, Namche Bazaar, chortens, Sherpas and
yaks populated my dreams. The reality exceeded anything I could
have envisaged.
Kathmandu was a whirl of streets, traffic, shops, street hawkers,
dust and strange smells. As soon as we entered the tourist area of
Thamel we were surrounded by a throng of desperate men (a novel
experience). However it transpired that they were desperate for us to
purchase their goods; in Kathmandu the sight of four "wealthy"
women out shopping is like honey to the bee and it proved fairly
ineffectual to say: "GO AWAY" in a very loud voice, accompanied by
appropriate gestures. After contemplating the purchase of a lapis
lazuli necklace in order to strangle somebody with it, I realised that
retreat was the best option. However, once we had left Kathmandu to
its preoccupations life became rather more serene.
At Lukla, the starting point for our trek, we staggered somewhat
pale and shaken from our helicopter and then enjoyed a leisurely
lunch while our porters loaded up. Jean, Janet, Annabelle and myself
actually started walking but at a gentle pace, emerging from the
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narrow main street into open countryside and the start of three weeks
which were packed with more new experiences than one might
normally have in three years. The first of these was a bridge made of
matchsticks and tied together with bits of string; as a person who
actually enjoys clinging to a rock face a hundred feet above a
thrashing sea at Gogarth, I was amazed - and embarrassed- to find that
a moving bridge a few feet above a not particularly deep river filled
me with terror. I was not helped by the sound of chortling from the
far side. My fear of these bridges never abated; in the end I developed
the technique of crossing them with my eyes closed, hanging on to the
rucksack or the kind hand of our Sherpa leader, Jangbu, who was also
quite amused but managed not to laugh.
Our trek took us along a
steep-sided wooded valley
terminating in a near- vertical
slog up to Namche Bazaar, a
large, bustling village built on
hillside terraces with fabulous
views of lofty peaks; on a
Himalayan scale these were so
insignificant that hardly
anybody knew their names.
We spent a couple of nights
here, meeting a group of
Brazilians who volunteered to
teach us the lambada,
apparently some kind of erotic
dance. Hrnmm. During the
day Annabelle and Jean wisely
went for a walk up to a higher
village; Janet felt slightly unwell and stayed around the camp while I
languished in my tent with my first mild brush with altitude. However
I soon felt better and able to appreciate the scenery as we proceeded up
to Tengboche. This is a large monastery built on a grassy plateau with
a 360 degree panorama of breathtaking beauty. It would have been
great to spend a few days here, but our itinerary dictated otherwise.
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After Tengboche came Dingboche, quite a large village at 4,200
metres which is where I had my first close encounter with the man
beating the gong (referred to above!). Once again I languished
horizontally while the others managed to get a lot more
acclimatisation under their belts. Infuriating, it was, especially
since we had to spend a extra night at Dingboche because of my
altitude problems. Eventually, however, we set off towards our
mountaineering objective Pokalde, a peak of approximately 5,800
metres. We camped at 5,300 metres at a wonderful area with several
small lakes and stunning views and prepared for our assault on the
mountain. Janet had decided that she wasn't well enough to attempt
it, but I, with a throbbing head, loss of appetite, nausea and
galloping debilitation, seemed to think I should have a go. Some
people never learn!
We were woken up well before dawn, having sorted and packed
all our gear the previous evening. At breakfast I totally failed in my
attempt to swallow the food I had optimistically placed in my
mouth and so set off up the mountain on an empty stomach. It
wasn't long before I said goodbye to Jean and Annabelle, but a
lengthy period of anxiety ensued before I was finally able to locate
the tent and resume the longed-for (and by now customary)
horizontal position. I maintained this pose throughout the day as I
watched the two small specks laboriously make their way up
towards the summit.
The following day our stalwart team headed up over the pass
while I and a porter staggered back down to Dingboche where I was
able to indulge in my favourite position for a period of two days and
two nights. And on the third day I woke up feeling..............fantastic!
To my surprise our Sherpa Jangbu arrived as I was tucking into a
hearty breakfast and we walked back up to join the rest of the group.
To our dismay, however, Annabelle who had set off to meet Jangbu
and myself, was missing. Unfortunately, as we were heading north
along the ridge, Annabelle was heading south along the valley bottom
and we missed each other. Several anxious hours later, a weary soul
staggered in, having missed Dingboche and clocked up about 25
kilometres in the day!
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From this point onward, the trek improved drastically for me. If
time and space permitted I could tell you about watching the monks at
Tengboche playing football, crossing the 5,300m pass over to Gokyo,
being snowed in and the Sherpas digging our tents out, watching yaks
cavort in the snow, treating ourselves to fresh coffee and patisserie at the
world's highest bakery in Kumjung, bargaining for rugs with Tibetans
on our return to Namche Bazaar, watching Sherpa schoolchildren
perform traditional songs and dances a brilliant kaleidoscope of
unforgettable experiences, each one a story waiting to be told.
Another time, perhaps.
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ASPIRING TO MT. ASPIRING
Denise Wilson
We flew in up the Matukituki valley with the low evening sunlight
giving the helicopter a shadow which bounced up and down alongside
us over the steep rocky ridge and tree tops. Then our excitement
increased as we got our first view of Mt. Aspiring's snowy summit
with the long NW ridge running down to the Bonar glacier. Minutes
later we were swooping down to the icy Bevin Col where a small
group was huddled waiting with their guide for their lift back to the
valley. We didn't have the luxury of a flight out and had a two day
epic to reach the car, but that is another story.
At 3027 metres high Mt Aspiring isn't one of the highest in the
Alps, but its beautiful shape has earned it the title of "The Matterhorn
of New Zealand" and ever since first seeing it six years ago it had been
top of my tick list. Hope of achieving this ambition had become much
more likely when our youngest daughter went to work in Christchurch
especially as her mountaineering partner had already been foiled twice
by bad weather on Aspiring and was happy to earn Brownie Points
from his future Mother-in-law. Two years previously our attempt was
also thwarted by poor weather and we had to make do with viewing the
peak and glacier from the Cascade Saddle on the other side of the
valley. So this year when the forecast promised a three day window of
settled weather, the training programme was waived, gear and food
thrown into the car, Sarah collected from work and we drove at speed
the 500km to Wanaka. Then slightly more slowly up the 54km of very
rough track to our rendezvous with the helicopter at Raspberry Flats
which we reached with ten minutes to spare! The pilot must have
thought us a strangely assorted team as he explained the landing
procedure and then led us to the helicopter. There was Sherpa Tonsing
and Sherpani Sarah, fairly typical looking Kiwi's with their huge
packs, baseball caps and shorts worn over long Johns. Then The
Pensioner in her Ron Hill's and grey hair hidden by a cap and the
Mature Rock Jock in her much travelled colourful hippy hat.
As soon as the pilot touched down on the ice we leapt out
clutching our hats and rucksacks and raced at the crouch to a safe
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distance whilst the returning group clambered aboard. We needed to
stay low as the helicopter seemed barely able to clear the lip of the
Col, but then it was away and sliding quickly down into the darkening
valley. We had been told that the Colin Todd hut on the Shipowner
ridge was full and waterless, so we had brought tents along even
though it would add several hours to the climb next day. We knew we
had made the right decision as we enjoyed a beautiful sunset over
Aspiring from outside our tent whilst eating an excellent meal
prepared by our Sherpas!
Ton had been apprehensive about the addition of the rock jock to
the team, especially when she admitted to having new big boots for the
occasion and seem unsure about using crampons, or which way to hold
an ice axe. He asked me if she realised just how serious the climb was.
However by the end of the trip he was full of praise for her
determination and ability whilst we in turn were full of admiration and
gratitude for the care we were given by Sarah and Ton. True Sherpas,
they carried the heavy gear, cooked the meals, were unfailingly
cheerful and helped make the whole trip both possible and memorable.
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Next day began in true Alpine style up at 3am and away by 4
after a quick brew and an attempt to force down some muesli. It was
quite tricky scrambling down to the glacier by torchlight followed
by the usual cold fingered fumbling with crampon straps and
stumbling over the ice trying to avoid the crevasses. I don't think
Marl could believe it was really happening and I thought I had given
up this sort of thing years ago. We could see other lights bobbing
about on the ridge and everyone else had left the hut by the time we
got there at 5.30. The NW ridge is reached by climbing Shipowner
ridge from the hut and is the easiest and safest route on the
mountain, especially this season when there was so little snow and
the steep rock and schrunds were exposed. Our ridge was nearly
3km long, but easy angled so you were less likely to be hit by rocks
sent down by other teams. After the initial snow slope to gain the
ridge it was easy scrambling apart from one steep rock step. We
made fast progress gaining height quickly as it gradually got lighter.
Eating second breakfast above the rock step the summit seemed to
be miles away and totally unattainable with a series of huge
gendarmes ahead and the final snowy triangle looking larger and
steeper as we got closer. We cheered up when we looked back down
the ridge and could just pick out the tiny dot of the hut and realised
how far we had come.
The final snow cone was quite steep and the guides were
belaying their clients We plodded on up with crampons biting into
the crisp snow and eight hours after leaving the tents we reached the
summit. There were the most amazing views in all directions, Mt
Cook and its satellites clearly visible in the north, steep valleys
leading down to the sea in the west, the Matukituki valley 2500
metres below and peaks all around. Ton had stopped to talk to a
friend on the snow slope; NZ is a really small place and wherever
we went Sarah and Ton met people they knew. We three females
were greeted on the summit by an Englishman who said 'You can't
be on our own, where is your guide?' At which point his guide
rounded on him saying 'You can't make that sort of remark around
here, you will get lynched'. Personally I would have shoved him
over the edge, but Sarah just said quietly, "Our guide is a bit slow
today, but he will be along shortly!"
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NOTES
1. Valley floor, 450m. Bevin Col 1800m. Summit 3025m.
2. The 10 min helicopter ride cost £160-00, £40-00 each.
3. The NW ridge is about Alpine AD and about 8 hrs up and 4 hrs
down from the Colin Todd hut. We were about 15 hours including
tea at the hut.
4. Usual Alpine clothing. An axe, crampons, rope and snow stake
should be taken.
5. Sarah and Ton were married a month later in a winery!
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A TASTE OF THAILAND
Shirley Angell
We would never have gone to Thailand if it hadn't been for
Stephen. He has been working there for three years and loves the
place and the people. What a pleasure to have a son working in such
an exotic place and to be able to delight him with a fortnight's visit!
We went in January 1999 and Stephen met us for a luxurious
sight-seeing weekend in Bangkok before seeing us off on a flight to
Chiang Mai in the north. This is very beautiful highland country in
the Golden Triangle and a "must" for anybody who was brought up on
Elephant Bill. It is the place not only for Thai food and temples but
also for elephants, markets, mountains, waterfalls and Karen villages,
lan and I hired a car whose cooling system worked now and again and
ascended Doi Inthanon, an outpost of the Himalayas and, at exactly
2865.3341m above mean sea level (it says so), the highest peak in
Thailand. We could have bushwacked for a fortnight, but it was easier
to drive up the road.
After rejoining Stephen to spend the next weekend visiting friends
in West Bengal "because it was so close", lan and I got down to the
crowning business of our visit, which was to sample the fabled
beaches and limestone cliffs around Krabi in the south. We flew from
Bangkok to Phuket, where we spent the night, then next morning we
caught a bus to Krabi. At the bus station we booked a night in a
bungalow on Phra Nang before going to the shore to pick up a longtailed boat to our destination. This was much more expensive than
waiting until we reached Phra Nang, but it was high season and I had
no desire to sleep on the sand.
The scenery and boat ride were absolute magic, and our bungalow
was amongst trees and gardens and had air-conditioning and a
veranda. We were so hot and sticky that our top priority was a swim,
after which we had time to track down and buy a guide book and do
two climbs at Railey Bay. Evening meals were at open air restaurants
looking out over sunsets or velvet darkness and we had a different
surprise every night, all delicious.
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After breakfast next morning we started at the same climbing area.
Emboldened by the beauty of the holds, I offered to lead "Massage
Secrets" a grade 5 which we had climbed the previous evening. The
grade should have been well beyond my failing powers, but it all came
to hand and gave me enormous pleasure. It also turned my head
completely because I discovered I had been playing to a large,
appreciative audience. lan was chatting to a very pregnant girl from
Hong Kong and telling her how I had climbed until the birth of our first
son. She said she could well believe it and she had every intention of
doing the same. A day or two later a middle-aged woman, a nonclimber, came up to me and said she had wondered what my husband
was about, letting me lead like that, then she thought "if she could do
it, so could I"! I said she probably could if she wanted to enough.
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The climbs are all steep and those on the shore often start with an
overhang. Most are grade 7 or 8, but we found enough 5s and 6s to
keep us happy. When we climbed in the trees I was massacred by
mosquitoes, but the shore was fine. Most people had mats to keep the
ropes off the sand. It is best to climb in the shade or you will turn into
a grease spot. On our last day we climbed Groove Tube, 6A and four
stars, on Fire Wall. We went just before the sun left the rock and I
nearly did turn into a grease spot, but it is a most enjoyable route with
a marvellous view over the bay from the top. When I came down there
was a tall young German waiting to do the climb, and he commented
on my age. I agreed that lots of people seemed to give up by their
sixties, but that I still enjoyed climbing so carried on and he answered:
"Well, it must be the spirit, because it certainly isn't your physique."
Gazing at six feet of muscular youth, I could hardly disagree.
There were climbers from many parts of the world, also people
who had come for the water sports or just for a relaxing holiday, so
you met all sorts. Practically all the routes are one-pitch sport climbs
and the guide book, King Climbers, was written by a Thai who has
developed a number of routes in the area. It is reasonably easy to
follow and fun to read.
This was the most relaxing climbing holiday I had ever had, with
no need to go uphill at all, though climbing to the top viewpoint and
finding the princess's pool in the monkey-filled jungle are amazing
experiences. Even then, we were no more than half an hour from a
swim and a cooling drink!
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BIRTHS AND DEATHS

BIRTHS
Jo Rider Dobson
A daughter.

1996

Rebekah Beadle
A daughter,

1996

Rhona Lampard
A daughter,

1997

Rachel Nicolson
A daughter,

1999.

Hazel Preece
A son,

1999.

Anne Freund
A daughter,

1999.

DEATHS
Sheila Hennebry,

1998

Louise Dickie,

1998

Isabelle Taylor,

1998

Vera Picken,

1999

Norah Maddison,

1999
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SHEILA HENNEBRY
Joined 1952
Sheila Hennebry (then Allison) joined the Pinnacle Club in 1952.
In those days before universal car ownership, minibuses and weekending, the Club held very few meets and to get to them from London
and the South required disproportionate time and planning: a day train
to Bangor, bus to Nant Peris and then the long walk alone in the dark
(and usually the rain) over the Pass to the Hut. It was not surprising
that Sheila as a young G.P. in London could not get away, and when
she married a surgeon, continued in a busy practice and produced six
splendid children, it marked the end of her climbing.
Sheila always maintained an interest in the Club, keeping up her
membership over forty six years and praising the enterprise, the
standard of the journal and the way the club developed. She hoped
one day to return to the hills: sadly it was not to be and shortly after
retiring and nursing her husband through his final illness she
developed cancer and died in February 1998.
Shirley (Bunny) Bull

LOUISE DICKIE 1961-1998
Joined 1982
Louise Dickie, Pinnacle Club President, died from injuries
sustained in a leader fall on 27 August 1998 while climbing in the Swiss
Val Ferret on a Rendezvous Haute Montagne meet. She was on a multipitch mountain route near the Cabane de L'A Neuve, above La Fouly.
Louise had been involved in outdoor activities from her school
days, doing her Duke of Edinburgh s Award and being a volunteer
national park warden. She started climbing at University and was
encouraged in her activities by Angela Soper who was already in the
Pinnacle Club. Louise had a traditional climbing apprenticeship
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doing long climbs in Scotland with Chris Watkins and a lot of her
early climbing with Tansy Hardy.
Tansy recalls a day spent in the Lakes on Pavey Ark in February;
"It was beautifully clear, sunny and warm walking up. Neither of us
could remember how the decision to do Cascade HVS 4c, 5a came
about. The sun left that part of the crag before we even touched rock.
A wry smile from Louise and she determinedly led us both up.
There's not much gear on the first pitch and by pitch 2 we were numb
to the core. I was impressed - the best hot aches I've ever had."
Louise joined the Pinnacle Club in 1985 and three years after joining,
she was elected to the new post of Membership Secretary where her
organisational skills soon became apparent. She held the post for six
years and during that time she was highly successful in both keeping track
of a mobile membership and in attracting new members. Louise initiated
'open meets' to encourage non members to come and see what the
Pinnacle Club is all about, and set up a system of local contacts, to put
women climbers, whether Pinnacle Club members or not, in touch with
others in their own vicinity. Louise acted as a focal point for prospective
members and was always actively encouraging women in their climbing.
Louise climbed widely in the UK and in Europe. In Wales probably
the routes she was most pleased with were Left Wall and the Strand.
She climbed Left Wall with Tansy: Tn July 1989 we were in Wales
ticking a lot of routes on our personal hit lists. Louise did Cenotaph
Corner and had been eyeing Left Wall all week. We'd watched
someone backing off from a third up when I'd done Cemetery Gates.
On the Thursday morning it wasn't ideal weather, misty, the rock
could be greasy but Left Wall was looming too large in her mind and
had to be tackled then "or I'll never do it". We tramped up, she
sneaked it in before it rained. I took 21 runners out of it seconding beautiful route. We thought this was a record number of runners but
we heard tell of 27 later.
In 1996 Louise became President of the Pinnacle Club, and at the
time of her death was nearing the end of her term of office. A major
organisational achievement was the construction of an extension to
the Club's hut in Cwm Dyli in Snowdonia. Louise and her working
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group put in countless hours, primarily battling planning bureaucracy
and red tape. Persistence finally won through, and Louise presided
over the official opening in Spring 1998.
Since 1987 Louise had been the UK representative of the
Rendezvous Hautes Montagnes (RHM), an international group of
women climbers who run annual climbing and ski touring meets in
different countries. Through these meets Louise developed
friendships throughout Europe. In 1997 the RHM meet was held in
the Lake District, and its success was principally due to the
organisation and attention to detail of Louise and her helpers.
Those of us who have climbed with Louise over the years have
appreciated her thoughtful and measured approach. She was a
supportive and reassuring climbing companion. She wasn't a rock
star, she just got on with what she enjoyed doing, with people she
enjoyed spending time with and who got much from her company and
effective support. She was patient when appropriate and perceptive
giving straight, to the point, support.
Tansy remembers a time she'd been dithering about a move on
The Fang, Tremadog, for what was probably an embarassingly long
time: 'Eventually Louise called up "Have you got a foot on that large
foothold" I give a small yes in reply. 'Then stand on it, woman." So
I did -and continued up.'
Her phlegmatic approach was immortalised in photo and journal
accounts of a club assault on the Old Man of Stoer in 1995. She was
good company not only on the crag but also in the hut. A highly
articulate person, she had a fund of entertaining stories, always
delivered in a dry tone and faultless timing.
Although climbing took up most weekends Louise had other interests
too. She was a long standing yoga enthusiast, a musician and had almost
completed an MSc dissertation. Recently returned from a 6 week trip to
New Zealand she was very impressed with the country, and was
considering working there. She had trekked and climbed across both the
North and South Islands with Fred Reynolds and taken advantage of the
hospitality of Pinnacle Club members already living out there.
Val Hennelly
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VERA PICKEN 1908 - 1999
Joined 1934
Secretary 1962- 1964
Vera joined the Pinnacle Club in 1934 but I have only known
her since 1959. I didn't know then about her climbing exploits or
her journeys as a young woman to North Wales on a motor bike to
meet her climbing friends. To me (aged 11) she was simply my
best friend's Mum.
I was always made very welcome in the Picken home in
Bebington, where there was usually something interesting going on. I
remember being amazed that Vera didn't seem to mind when her son
Alasdair turned the dining room into a dark room.
Later, I was made equally welcome in Vera's lovely home in
Bridge of Allan, even though one year I turned up for an extended
period of time as I needed a break from my own parental home!
Vera was never ruffled by any of our plans. She helped Mairet and
I start a walking holiday in North West Scotland by driving us to
Cannich and pointing us in the direction of the Glen Affric Youth
Hostel. She and son John even carried our rucksacks for the first
mile to see us on our way.
After Mairet's death in the Alps in 1969 it was Vera who
encouraged me to join the Pinnacle Club. I had enjoyed rock climbing
in Scotland with Mairet, and Vera was sure I would enjoy the
company of young climbers in the Club. She was right of course.
In later years even though she was not as fit as she used to be, she
was always keen to get out whenever possible and whereas some
people saw the stairs to her flat as a problem she saw them as a
challenge to be overcome! She had the same attitude towards her first
plastic hip and celebrated her regained mobility by climbing Beinn
Eighe. She was always interested to hear all about your exploits, but
woe betide you if you ever made a glib remark like I once did about
the weather being wetter than ever. Vera wanted to know how much
wetter and set about looking up rainfall statistics from Stirling
University and later sent me a mini thesis!
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Vera celebrated her 90th birthday in December 1998 with a very
enjoyable party in the church hall in Bridge of Allan but soon
afterwards her health began to fail and she died peacefully in the
company of her children and grandchildren on Sunday 31st May 1999.
Alison Higham

NORAH MADDISON
7962-7999
When I first met Norah at Altrincham climbing wall in late 1985
she was working as a physiotherapist at Wythenshawe hospital. She
was already an accomplished climber, tackling the wall with what I
came to know as her normal enthusiasm and determination. Newly
arrived in Manchester she quickly gained a reputation as a bold and
steady leader on routes in Britain and Europe. In 1986 she joined both
the Pinnacle Club and Manchester based Karabiner Climbing Club
and it was through the latter that she met her husband Colin. Although
most at home on sun rock she loved the hills, was a competent winter
climber and enjoyed several Alpine seasons.
A devout Catholic, on climbing week ends she would go to Mass,
provided that conditions were unsuitable for climbing. She often
persuaded drivers to take her some distance to church! Her faith was
accompanied by an acceptance of differing beliefs and a deeply caring
attitude to others. She took time on a round the world trip to work for
a Mother Theresa leprosy centre in West Bengal . Her forthright
temperament, which she herself attributed to being Irish, was
accompanied by a calm approach to her patients and her climbing.
Over the past few years, although climbing and work continued to
be important, her first commitment was to her family: husband Colin
and daughter Roisin. She continued climbing through her pregnancy,
although dropping her grade to HVS, and returned quickly to rock
after Roisin's birth, soon back on E2. Her boundless energy enabled
her to combine working part time with her neurological patients
whilst studying for a post graduate degree and looking after Roisin.
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Norah died in an abseiling accident at Pembroke in June, at the
age of 37 . Her lively and enthusiastic personality touched me and all
who met her and I will remember her friendship, integrity and sense
of fun. As my 6 year old said last weekend on a walk in the Lakes
"Norah told such good stories, I wish she was here." So do we all.
Jud\ Adam
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TOUR OF THE VANOISE
by Kev Reynolds
Cicerone Press, 1996
£7.99 ISBN 1 85284 224 5
The Tour de Vanoise covers 95 miles, for which the book allows
10 12 days, so the sections are fairly short. The route profiles give
a good idea of the ups and downs to be expected each day, but take up
rather too much space. Each Stage starts with statistics, followed by
a section of general description in italics and the actual route in
contrasting type, which I found quite clear in reading. My only
quibble here is that the description of each day's destination at the end
of each stage is in the same type as the route guide. Some form of
differentiation would have been helpful.
The Vanoise is not an area I've visited, though I've driven along the
edge and thought how interesting it looked. A project for my senior years.
Sall\ Keir

WALKING IN THE ALPS
by Kev Reynolds
Cicerone Press, 1998
£25, ISBN I 85284261
This book was inspired by, and sets out to update, J. Hubert
Walker's classic book of the same name, now fifty years old. It is a
book for walkers rather than climbers, and covers the whole of the
Alpine chain from the Maritime Alps through to the Julian Alps of
Slovenia, and includes the limestone areas to the north and south.
Like all Kev Reynolds' books it is full of his enthusiasm for mountain
scenery, and is a pleasure to read.
I found this book very sensibly arranged and easy to use; because
it is so all-encompassing, it is important to be able to find
information easily. Checking on areas I already knew, and searching
for inspiration in unknown territory, the book passed with flying
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colours. It is divided into 19 areas, and with the large index and a
map for each area, you are straight into the descriptions of walking
tours and day-walks. Some areas are described in more detail than
others, which is fair enough; even Kev Reynolds can't have walked
everywhere in the Alps yet.
There are full details of huts, buses, chairlifts, campsites, dams
and so on, as well as lyrical passages on peaks and glaciers. At the
end of each section is a useful summary of the area, including the
maps and guidebooks you will need, for this is not a pocket guidebook
to cram into a rucksack, (6 by 9 inches). Nor is it a coffee-table job
in spite of the 40 colour photos, but it is a very useful, comprehensive
"bible" for planning those walking holidays in the Alps.
Jane Stedman

WALKS AND CLIMBS IN ROMSDAL,
NORWAY
by Tony Howard.
Nomads, 1998
£14.99, ISBN 1 871 890047
Tony Howard is perhaps the best person to have written a guide to
Romsdal having made an early ascent of the Troll Wall in 1965 and
then having frequent contact with the area since. The book describes
over 200 walks and climbs; these range from simple walks, to
scrambles reaching the summits of the highest walls by reasonable
routes and climbs of all levels including ascents of the Big Wall.
The book inspired me to want to return to Norway and to climb
on some of its rock, on those magnificent walls that we all know of,
but most of us have failed to visit. What was encouraging for me was
the fact that many of the routes included could be ascended by mere
mortals like me, and many of them do not need multi-day ascents and
hanging bivouacs. Of course, descriptions of the classic lines on the
Troll Wall are included, along with shorter but challenging routes on
some of the many majestic cliffs in Romsdal and surrounding areas.
Whilst the guidebook covers some of the main climbs and gives
some good information to the area, one could not buy this book and
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be blase in one's approach - the route descriptions and topos are basic.
The route descriptions give you enough to get to grips with the routes
but the following of the lines will be up to you.
Whilst development in Norway is well known it is still relatively
quiet and can be approached with an air of adventure; this book will
assist in leading you on your way. If (when) I return to Norway I will
certainly buy this book.
Christine Watkins

TREKS AND CLIMBS IN WADI RUM,
JORDAN
by Tony Howard
Cicerone Press
£17, ISBN 1 85284254 7
This is the latest edition of a guide first published in 1987. It is
attractively laid out with inspiring photographs. From the television
programme "The Face" I know if I look closely I will see the true
(slightly loose) nature of the sandstone but the overall impression from
the photos is one of grandeur and remoteness. Without having actually
been there it is difficult to say how easy it is to follow the descriptions
I had difficulty working out where route number 162 started from, for
example. But most of the descriptions I read carefully seemed to make
sense. Times are given for many of the climbs and descents which
should help route planning. Reading this guide has encouraged me to go
to Jordan which after all must be one of the aims of writing a guide book.
Dee Gaffiiey

OZ ROCK A ROCK CLIMBER'S GUIDE TO
AUSTRALIAN CRAGS
by Alas fair Lee
Cicerone Press, 1997
£10.99, ISBN 1 85284 237 7
This book would be very useful to anyone planning to climb in
Australia, especially on a first visit. It identifies all the major and
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many lesser-known crags, and gives a clear idea of what each has
to offer in terms of the number and length of climbs, the range of
grades, the type and quality of the rock, whether traditional or
sport climbing, and even the potential for new routes. The
climbing areas are grouped geographically starting in the state of
Victoria, and the facts are set out logically in a simple format. One
hundred and two crags are listed overall and the author awards
stars, up to three, for those he recommends. Thus you can find out
about Mount Arapiles with over two thousand climbs, locate the
bouldering around Perth, and get some ideas in case of being at,
say, Alice Springs with time to spare.
There is plentiful information about location and access to each
crag as well as camping, climate and guidebooks. Route descriptions
are not included but for the more important crags a selection of
recommended classics is given. Natural hazards and safety are
covered early in the introduction ... fires, snakes and crocodiles ....
essential reading before you go.
Colour plates and black and white photographs give a good
impression of the diversity of Australian climbing and scenery.
Sketch maps are supplied on scales suitable for planning an itinerary
and for locating crags, and should serve their purpose, though there
are a few inconsistent misprints on some.
Tasmania is reported well, as are the Blue Mountains of New
South Wales, where the crags are described separately. It seems
strange therefore that the crags in the Grampians of Victoria are
lumped together as a list when they are dispersed over a greater area,
have more climbs in total, and include the futuristic Taipan Wall.
Finally, this guide includes many useful addresses such as
climbing shops and indoor walls/climbing gyms. Here you can expect
to meet friendly climbers with the extra local knowledge that you
need. If you invest in 'OZ ROCK' and take it along, you will probably
have some information to swap with them.
Angela Soper
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GARHWAL & KUMAON, A TREKKERS
AND VISITORS GUIDE
by K. P. Sharma
Cicerone Press, 1998
£9.99, ISBN 1 852842644
This area of Northern India, on the borders of Nepal and Tibet, is
popular with trekkers and tourists, and this guide provides information
for a wide range of visitors. Experienced trekkers will therefore have
to search through the book to find the details they want, as at least half
of this guide is taken up with tourism, temples and history.
The descriptions of the treks listed are written in a somewhat
loquacious style with many details of what some would consider
irrelevant information. More maps and diagrams would also be
helpful. There is a section on Trekking in General which contains
much practical advice which would be useful for first-time trekkers.
There are several attractive colour photographs to tempt the visitor
to explore this part of the Himalayas.
Annabelle Barker

CHOMOLUNGA SINGS THE BLUES:
TRAVELS ROUND EVEREST
by Ed Douglas
Constable, 1997
£18.95, ISBN 0 09 476390 0
I must confess that I find many mountaineering books difficult to
read unless I have visited an area or have the intention to go. But I
found this volume entertaining, readable and informative: it certainly
provided food for thought on the 'progress' of mountaineering as a
commercial sport, a vehicle for earning one's living, its manipulation
in the hands of the media and its impact on the economy and social
environment of what the West piously calls 'third world countries'.
The author provides a concise history of the mountaineers'
fascination with Chomolunga during the last seventy years and
attempts to probe its effect on Nepal and Tibet.
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The Goddess Mother of the World has become a cult figure to
some mountaineers, who, until recently, have pursued their aim
regardless of the impact on themselves, the environment, the local
people and economy. Ed Douglas tries to analyse these various
factors from his own experience as a mountaineer and of travelling in
the two countries during 1995 and 1996. He met politicians,
environmentalists, mountaineers, Sherpas and Tibetans and has
produced a sensitive, thoughtful account of his travels.
Christine Sheard

ABOVE THE HORIZON
by Rosemary Co hen
Allison & Busby, 1997
£7.99, ISBN 0 74900 376 6

This book is a fictitious expedition report. The story relates back to an
earlier 1953 expedition, and some of its more gripping moments are when
there is a gradual unfolding of the "true" problems and story of the first trip.
The author's easy, stylish descriptions of mountains, crags, and
climbing engaged me from the first page. I did find some of the tensions
and romantic moments between climbers a bit unlikely; personally, I go
climbing to escape from all that, but in spite of that it was a good read.
Jane Stedman

INTERNATIONAL MOUNTAIN
RESCUE HANDBOOK
by Hamish Maclnnes.
Constable, 3rd revised edition, 1998
£18.99, ISBN 0 09 475360 1

This book is both a cornucopia of rescue techniques and a
valuable historical source of the development of mountain rescue
internationally. A concise manual of exclusively up-to-date
techniques and equipment it is not, however. It covers everything
from snow structure, dog searches, stretchers, communications,
helicopters, winches, vehicles, rope work and more.
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Its enjoyment comes from the detail and the intricate diagrams of
pulley systems, cableways, stretcher carrying and evacuation, avalanche
searches and the like. Even the poor quality of the photos adds a sense
of realism and authority - not much set up just for the camera.
Because of its wealth of detail and close layout it is a book to
browse and dip into to extend one's appreciation of the adventurous
and risky nature of mountaineering, rather than to use for immediate
practical application. That is to say, it is a splendid reference book,
rather than the handbook of its title.
Fern Levy

THE MOUNTAIN POCKET BOOK
by Alan Cmsby
Cordee, 1999
£4.99, ISBN 1 871890780

This book could have been called The Mountain Leaders pocket
book; it packs a lot of technical M.L.C. stuff, as well as good advice
for the individual, into a genuinely pocket sized volume.
Covering just about all you need to know to go hill-walking in
Britain, the book manages to be user-friendly and does not overload
the reader with information. There are clear illustrations and simple
instructions for things like avalanches, snow-holes, river-crossings,
navigation and belaying that even I could understand.
The author brings a lot of practical experience and a human touch
to what can be a dry text-book type of subject. At less than a fiver,
this is a good investment for aspiring group leaders, and a useful read
for the rest of us.
Jane Stedman

RESCUE!
by John White
Constable 1997
£16.99, ISBN 009476720 3

These true stories from Lake District mountain rescue are told
with humour, a genuine love of the Lakeland mountains and a
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knowledge drawn from years of experience as a climber, national park
ranger and mountain rescue team member.
The style of writing is very readable and includes simplified
descriptions of various mountain hazards adverse weather, terrain
etc. and other harbingers of impending disaster. There is also
instructive clarification of safety points for the inexperienced reader.
The book encompasses not only interesting and historic rescues,
but also the protection of the nesting sites of falcons, and the author's
involvement with the farming community, as a ranger. These little
anecdotes give some insight into the fragile balance between the vast
army of tourists and mountaineers and the precarious living wrought
from the high fell.
The author writes with authority and knowledge of his subject of
mountain rescue and offers predictions of possible future trends. This
book portrays not only the commitment made in time and energy of
the rescue team member during rescue, but also the high level of
competence required in first-aid and high-tech aspects of safety.
The author is able to portray the personal insights of his life and
work in Langdale, all told with wry asides and a refreshing humour.
Stella Adams

FURTHER MODERN ROPE TECHNIQUES.
by Nigel Shepherd
Constable 1998.
£14.99, ISBN 0 094 78540 6
This book is aimed at instructors, particularly those working towards
the Single Pitch Instructors Award and the Mountain Instructors Award.
It follows the same format as Nigel Shepherd's previous 'Manual of
Modern Rope Techniques' with lots of clear photographs to illustrate the
techniques being described. It covers rope work for group situations (top
roping and abseiling and climbing walls) as well as for teaching
multipitch and lead climbing. Whilst it provides a useful reference for
those about to do an assessment it does not provide much to interest most
climbers. The chapter on improvised rescue (a subject dear to the heart
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of us in the Pinnacle Club!) is worth a look, giving some useful ideas on
what to do if you get stuck. However self rescue techniques for ordinary
climbing (i.e. non-teaching situations) are better covered in Shepherd's
original book or elsewhere.
Julie Carter

THE SCOTTISH PEAKS
W. A. Poucher
8th Edition revised by Kevin Howett and Tom Prentice
Constable 1998
£14.99, ISBN 0 09 475 850 6

This new edition follows the format of previous editions with
detailed descriptions of 74 walking routes, accompanied by maps and
black and white photographs. Many of the photographs have the route
to the summit superimposed on them. The introduction has been
updated with practical advice on clothing and equipment and a List of
useful addresses. For each range of hills, there is basic information on
accommodation and facilities available at the nearest centre. The
descriptions of the walks are comprehensive, and include hints on
good photographic viewpoints. There have been some careful
additions to, and deletions from the text, giving the guide a more
modern feel without detracting from Poucher's inimitable style.
Kate Webb

HIGHLAND OUTCROPS
by Kevin Howett.
Scottish Mountaineering Trust, 1998,
£14.95, ISBN 0 907521 54 1

This guidebook brings together information on outcrops from
various sources, updating published guidebooks, adding new climbs and
including previously unpublished material. It covers a variety of areas
such as Craig a Barns, Binnein Shuas, Polldubh, Mallaig Crags and
more. Well produced and containing colour photographs, it also includes
a history of each climbing area, making for a good read on a wet day.
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When comparing Highland outcrops to Crag Dubh and Craig a
Barns by Dave Cuthbertson published in 1983 I found several
improvements. There is an orientation diagram which would be very
helpful to someone new to the area; the route descriptions are clearer
and more detailed; diagrams breaking the crag into coherent sections
replace the black and white photographs and grades have been
updated. New routes, mostly at E2 and E3, have been added but they
have not been allowed to push aside climbs at VD and Severe.
Planning a cragging holiday in Scotland? Want to know where to
escape the weather, if not the midges, when it closes in on the Ben?
This is the book for you.
Kev Proudlock

THE TOTEM POLE
by Paul Pritchard
Constable, 1999

£16.99, ISBN 0 09 47 95 90 8
This book arrived too late to be reviewed really, but I was so
impressed with it that here goes: in 1997, Paul Pritchard suffered
major head injuries in a climbing accident in Tasmania, and his book
describes his epic journey through recovery to a new and different life.
It is extremely well written, moving, informative, and above all, it
makes you think. Even though I should have been working on putting
this journal together, I couldn't put it down.
Jane Stedman

GREAT BRITISH RIDGE WALKS
by Bill Birkett
David & Charles, 1999

£22.50, ISBN 9 780 715 307 953
This is a big coffee-table job full of lovely photographs and
describes fifty well-known ridge walks from Cader Idris to Foinavon
by way of the Lakes. It is well set out and easy to use, with lots of
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information about each walk. There are no surprises here, no hidden
gems to inspire a rush to the hills, but the walks are already popular
and well-trodden. It would make a good present for someone just
starting hill walking, or for anyone who likes a coffee table full of
nice-looking books.
Jane Stedman

THE MAGIC OF THE MUNROS
by Irvine Butterfield
David & Charles, 1999
£25.00, ISBN 9 7807J5308509

This is not a guidebook, and does not give a map or a route for any
of the Munros here described. Instead, each peak gets a photograph, an
explanation of its name, and a lyrical paragraph in its praise. Give it to
anyone you know who is, was, or ought to be a Munro-bagger, and it will
inspire them. Besides, the royalties are going to the John Muir Trust,
which can only be a good thing for all of us who love the Scottish hills.
Jane Stedman

THE BACKPACKERS GUIDE TO
THE LAKE DISTRICT
by Graham Thompson
David & Charles 1999
£17.99, ISBN 0 7153 0809 2

This book describes forty 2-day fell-walks in the Lakes, some
from one point to another, most are circular with between 5 and 10
hours walking each day. There is much helpful information about
accommodation, transport, terrain, grid references etc, as well as the
usual advice about access, safety and the environment. It is well
presented, easy to use, with a good index and clear maps.
However, I felt that the author assumes a lot of experience in his
readers, plus good visibility, for some descriptions are rather brief: for
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example, the Corridor Route and the Foxes Tarn path on Scafell could
have done with more detail. I was disappointed too, that there were
no high camps; surely that is what backpacking is all about.
Anyway, the book is full of beautiful photographs of the fells in
different seasons and weather, and it does have good ideas for long
walks. A lovely present maybe, rather than a definitive guidebook for
backpackers.
Jane Stedman

THE IRISH COAST TO COAST WALK
by Paddy Dillon
Cicerone Press 1996
£7.99, ISBN 1 85284211 3

A neat and easily carried guidebook which on careful study
provides the essential information. As no bibliography is provided, it
may be that it is the only guide available, but I can't really rate it as
more than adequate.
The basic Irish coast to coast walk covers 370 miles and is here
divided into 21 sections, with eight high-level alternatives. The
section lengths are based on availability of accommodation , but the
resultant average distance of over 17 miles per day means that this is
by no means a soft touch. The coloured photographs have probably
been kept to a minimum for reasons of weight and cost, but are
sufficient to give the flavour of this beautiful country.
The background and general information given in the introduction
are helpful on the whole, and provide some useful hints you might
otherwise miss out on such as the fact that membership of the YHA
entitles you to a 25% discount on ferries (as a foot passenger).
The first section of each day's layout describes the route, and is
followed by details of sites of special interest. More differentiation
would have been helpful here, perhaps a different typeface?
Distances are given at the start of each section, but not on the sketch
maps, which are pretty basic. Irish maps are not all that they might be
as yet, (sometimes not even available), and in any case you wouldn't
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want to carry all the maps required, so more detailed maps in the
guide-book would have been helpful. Some of the sketch-maps cover
more than one day, but again this is not made altogether clear on the
maps themselves.
Thorough reading of each section in advance is essential - perhaps
even two days ahead - for instance, not until p. 33 on Day 2 does it
say you need to bring your own food supplies to Knockree Youth
Hostel, which you might have aimed for on Day 1.
The high level alternatives are given in a separate section at the
end, and again it's a bit confusing working out where these fit in,
particularly as there are no maps in this section. The first high level
alternative, the Lug Walk, suggests you start from Glencree Youth
Hostel instead of Knockree (on the standard route) but no directions
are given for getting there.
I may be nitpicking a bit, but I've certainly come across clearer
and better laid out guides. If you're interested in the walk, though,
don't let this stop you just study it carefully and go it'll be well
worth while.
Sally Keir
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